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Rosezelle's words teach liberation, transformation 
BY ELAINE ROTH AND JUDY ROHER 
Vroite supremacy here? White su- 
premacy everywhere!" Pat Rosezelle, a 
sociologist with the Associated Colleges 
of the Midwest, Urban Studies Program, 
was on campus September 29-30, to 
deliver a lecture and conduct two work- 
shops about combating white supremacy. 
Haverford Junior Sean Kershaw, of 
Peace Action Project, tentatively intro- 
duced Rosezelle, acknowledging his 
discomfort as a white male in opening her 
lecture. She immediately countered, say- 
ing it is perfectly appropriate for people 
with white-skin privilege (especially men) 
to be working on their racism. Rosezelle 
defines racism as' 'systematic discrimina- 
tion, mistreatment (often violent) and or 
subordination of People of Color because 
of their race: Racism = prejudice + 
power. Who is a racist? All white individ- 
uals in our society, even if free from pre- 
judices since they receive benefits from 
racism unconsciously, unintentionally 
and automatically because they are 
white." 
In introducing herself, Rosezelle made 
it clear that she was not speaking' 'objec- 
tively" that she did in fact have prejudices 
and was an adovcate of certain issues. In 
describing herself, she pointed out that 
" 89% of the world is People of Color. 51 % 
of the world is female. I am not a minori- 
ty." She warned people with whiteskin 
privilege not to claim that they are color- 
blind. Rosezelle is not a "white person 
shaded in'' and does not want to be iden- 
tified with white culture (or lack thereof). 
' 'White'', she said, " is a racist designa- 
tion to define privilege,'' and pointed out 
that it only exists in theUnited States, 
South Africa, and Britain. Rosezelle feels 
people with white skin privilege need to 
continued on page 6 
Women' 'take back the night'' 
BY BETH STROUD 
/\bout 150 Bryn Mawr and Haver- 
ford students joined 3,000 feminist 
women and men in the Take Back the 
Night march in Philadelphia on Saturday 
night, October 8. 
"Take Back the Night/Take Back Our 
Lives" is an international movement. 
Take Back the Night marches have been 
organized in many different cities over the 
past ten years. The marches are held on 
inner city streets at night to symbolize 
reclaiming places and situations which 
are ordinarily dangerous for women 
because of the threat of violence. Satur- 
day night's march began with a gather- 
ing in front of a recreation center at Broad 
and Christian streets, and continued up 
13th street and through the subway to a 
rally at JFK plaza near City Hall. One stu- 
dent wrote afterwards, 
"It was quite an experience—from the 
first moment when we stood shivering in 
the cold and a woman standing near me 
told her little son to 'cheer whenever 
others cheer', and march on streets which 
we would never (have) dared walk alone 
at night." 
"Violence against women" was given 
the broadest possible interprestation. The 
signs distributed to marchers addressed 
a multitude of issues, and the sites along 
the march route indicated that' 'Take Back 
the Night'' was a protest not only against 
rape at night on city streets, but also 
against acquaintance rape and sexual 
abuse, battering, proverty, homelessness, 
homophobia, pornography, and every 
form of physical, social, and economic 
violence which makes the city an unsafe 
environment for women. The gathering 
at the beginning of the march also includ- 
ed a self-defense demonstration, to en- 
courage women to make the streets safe 
for themselves whenever possible. 
The reactions from bystanders were of 
two kinds. Some watched and cheered the 
marchers on, while others shouted. 
Another student, Linda Friedrich, wrote, 
"I remember at one point during the 
march there was a break near where I was 
marching. A single man was yelling and 
shaking his fist at us. I think this captures 
the essence of male privilege. Even with 
a few thousand women, that one man felt 
no fear when verbally harassing us. 
continued on page 7 
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PAT ROSEZELLE BEAMS even as she hits us with a hard-hitting evaluation 
of white supremacy at Haverford and Bryn Mawr. 
Students worry about security 
BY MARTHA CONWAY 
BRYN MAWR FEMINISTS proudly hold aloft their hand-made banner at the 
"Take Back the Night" march, October 8. 
iVlany students know already from 
Safety Alerts and Wanted Signs that there 
have been a number of violent crimes 
committed close to the Bryn Mawr Col- 
lege Campus. A police officer from Lower 
Merion was murdered by a burglar 
suspected of raping a woman. A Haver- 
ford student was robbed at knifepoint 
near HPA; there was an attempted rob- 
bery of a HPA apartment, and a peeping- 
tom was arrested around HPA earlier in 
the semester. 
Many students have also heard a 
number of false rumours: that a woman 
was raped behind Lloyd recently, that a 
Baldwin student was raped and 
murdered, that there have been a number 
of recent rapes in the town of Bryn Mawr. 
According to Bryn Mawr Security and 
Haverford Security, none of these crimes 
has been reported to them or to the local 
police. Security makes it a policy to inform 
students of all serious crimes through the 
Safety Alerts. These rumours are not true. 
These rumours are widespread, how- 
ever, and have produced terror and panic 
in the community. "I'm afraid to go into 
the bathroom late at night now," said 
Grace Cannon, a junior living in Erdman. 
"I find myself actually visualizing what 
I would do or be unable to do if I were at- 
tacked.' ' The community seems sudden- 
ly conscious and justifiably worried about 
the safety of this campus. People have 
started to worry about the number of 
doors that don't shut and lock properly, 
the number of windows without locks, 
screens or bars, unalarmed fire exits that 
people abuse as shortcuts and the 
downright stupid behavior of people who 
prop open doors for friends. The darkness 
of the campus, the dearm of emergency 
phones, and the slowness of the ad- 
ministration to respond to these problems 
is all frustrating and dangerous. 
At a recent dorm meeting in Erdman, 
Chuck Heyduk and Sandy Silverman 
reminded students of their respon- 
sibilities to each other and pointed out that 
there is work being done to imporve 
security and that it is much better than 
in the past. He also noted that they are try- 
ing to improve an extremely backward 
system that came from the years when 
Security Guards were perceived as "the 
pigs" and many safety efforts were con- 
sidered an invastion of students' privacy. 
But these recent crimes and the fact that 
a woman this year was attacked in a 
Rhoads shower is evidence that a crime 
can happen here any time and that the ad- 
ministration is not taking sufficient steps 
continued on page 5 
Debate over 
appointment 
BY RACHEL PERLMAN  
\Jn Sunday, October 2, at the meet- 
ing of the Self-Government Association, 
the Assembly was divided over the 
method for selecting an additional 
Representative to the Admissions Com- 
mittee. After much debate—including a 
decision to postpone the vote until Minori- 
ty Coalition members could come to the 
meeting—they decided that the Appoint- 
ments Committee would select a senior 
"committed to Minority issues." 
Until this year there have been three 
student representatives to the Admissions 
Office. About ten years ago the Admis- 
sions Committee thought that it would be 
valuable to have student input regarding 
admissions decisions. They invited the 
senior class to send three representatives 
to join the six faculty members elected by 
the Faculty for three year terms. 
The rising senior class elects two of the 
representatives, and the Sisterhood is 
responsible for appointing the third. Last 
continued on page 15 
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We, after many days of reflection and self-doubt, have decided not 
to cover the tumultuous and controversial October 2 SGA meeting. At that 
meeting, heated debate over a number of agenda issues was charged with 
racially based morality, and many participants took political stances which 
required putting themselves at risk personally. 
Because no "impartial" reporters were present, because each of the 
representatives at the meeting is likely to have her own perspective on the 
debate which ensued, because the nature of the discussion was so political- 
ly and morally charged, and because hindsight can distort one's memory, 
we, the Editors, recognized that there could be no objective, unbiased coverage 
of the incident. We initially decided to' 'let the words speak for themselves''— 
to print minutes, but then after days of hard consideration decided not to 
run even those. 
A number of factors went into this decision, including that the incident 
was really a 'non-interaction' —no one was able to finish speaking her thoughts 
due to interruptions and great turmoil, and our minutes would therefore 
represent, at best, that people were rude and disrespectful of each other; 
that the nature of the controversy is a personal confrontation (thus 
necessitating the confidentiality accorded by the Honor Code), while at the 
same time being political and occurring in the open forum of an SGA meeting; 
and that an editor's shorthand notes comprise the only existing documenta- 
tion of the incident. 
This last point meant that we could not promise a complete representa- 
tion of everything everyone said in an absolutely accurate order—particularly 
since the meeting ended with many raised voices trying to drown each other 
out and with people walking out of the room. 
If we were to have stuck to merely what was written, without the aid of 
recollection to complete the quotes (a policy we decided to use for both 
ourselves and other participants— realizing that there were already many 
versions), the quotes would have been unclear, the picture sketchy at best. 
Throughout our decision-making, we requested and received the input 
of those involved as well as of other members of the community. We hope 
that both our decision and our reasoning are clear; we warmly invite anyone 
to share with the community her perspective. 
Pluralism can be funny, too! 
Wnth this issue, the The College News proudly introduces our newest 
feature, Alison Bechdel's fortnightly syndicated comic strip Dykes to Watch 
Out For. Bechdel's work, which has been wildly popular for years in the 
lesbian and women's communities, is noted for its psychological authen- 
ticity and artistic clarity. She is that rarity among cartoonists—an artist who 
knows what women look like (or has major women characters at all!)— 
Black, Hispanic, white, and Asian; sagging underwear and jeans; fat, thin, 
flat-chested figures—she knows it all, and portrays it with a loving, catchy 
humor that somehow manages to exclude none. 
Many thanks to the BMC Women's Center for their sponsorship. 
lhe Roberta Holder Gellert Sympos- 
ium lecturer for 1988 is Robert N. Bellah, 
noted autor and Elliott Professor of 
Sociology at the University of California 
at Berkley. Mr. Bellah, a sociologist of 
religion, will speak on "The Renewal of 
Public Philosophy in America'' on Thurs- 
day, October 27, at 8 P.M. in Goodhart 
Auditorium, and will also lead a faculty 
seminar and the undergraduate course, 
' 'Anthropology of Religion on Friday His 
books includ critically acclaimed Habits 
of the Heart , The New Religious Con- 
sciousness and Varieties of Civil Religion, 
The BrokenCovenant, and Beyond Belief. 
His most recent book is Uncivil Religion: 
Interreligous Hostility in America, edited 
with Frederick E. Greespahn. Last year's 
Gellert Symposium lecturer, Stephen Jay 
Gould, drew a large crowd. Admission is 
free and open to the public. 9 
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On Friday night, October 7, an Hispanic 
Bryn Mawr freshman returned to her 
room to find a note which has left her and 
us very upset. The note, which began' 'hey 
speck," went on to suggest that she and 
"her kind" cannot handle the work here 
and should get out so that' 'we'd all be hap- 
pier.' ' 
While the hurt that has been done by 
such an ignorant, vicious, and unpro- 
voked attack cannot be undone, we as a 
community must respond by reaffirming 
our efforts to combat the racism that 
damages not only particular individuals 
but the life of our community as a whole. 
We want to make it very clear that pre- 
judice, harrassment, and discrimination 
will not be tolerated in the bi-college com- 
munity. They represent the antithesis of 
the values essential to our basic mission: 
pursuit of knowledge in a free and open 
atmosphere where differences of opinion, 
background, and belief are valued and 
respected. We actively seek to achieve a 
diverse student and college communtiy 
precisely because we believe that such a 
community is the best setting for learn- 
ing. But until everyone in our colleges- 
students, faculty, and staff—is free from 
harrassment and discrimination here, we 
have failed to live up to our principles. 
Simply put, acts of hostility of any kind 
are unacceptable in this community. 
Students who commit them have violated 
the standards of the Social Honor Code; 
if others in the community commit such 
acts they have violated the larger prin- 
ciples which govern Bryn Mawr and 
Haverford and apply to all who study or 
work here. 
We fully expect that if the person who 
wrote this note is a student, she or he will 
turn herself or himself in to the Honor 
Board or Honor Council. If the person 
who wrote this note is a member of the 
staff at Bryn Mawr or Haverford, then she 
or he should turn herself or himself in the 
immediate supervisor or the Dean. 
Michele Tolela Myers 
Dean of the Undergraduate College, 
Bryn Mawr 
Joyce Miller 
Director of Minority Affairs, 
Bryn Mawr 
Matthews Hamabata 
Acting Dean and Director of 
Minority Affairs, Haverford 
Pluralism Workshops for Upperclasswomen 
Workshops on Building Pluralism in the Community, similar to 
those offered to new students during the Customs program, are 
now available to all upperclasswomen. lb participate, sign up 
at the Dean's Office, second floor. Taylor Hall, by the Thursday 
before the weekend when you would like to attend. Workshops 
will be limited to 25 participants. 
1:00-4:00 PM each day, Campus Center 
Saturday & Sunday, October 15 & 16 
Saturday & Sunday, October 22 & 23 
Saturday & Sunday, October 29 & 30 
TO THE EDITORS: 
I was somewhat distressed in 
reading your column in the September 
23,1988 issue of the College News en- 
titled "New Workshops Implemented" 
because I had been misrepresented in 
the article. On page 9, in the articles 
penultimate paragraph, there is a 
sentence that reads: "She views it as 
the Honor Board's duty to educate 
about the Honor Code, not to preach 
tolerance or intolerance." What I ac- 
tually said to Ms. Wofford when she 
interviewed me was that "It is the 
Honor Board's duty to educate about 
the Honor Code and that as part of 
that process we would discuss being 
tolerant of others. We certainly are 
not going to go out and preach 
intolerance." 
Sincerely, 
Karen E. Kerr, '89 
Honor Board Head 
CORK ECTION 
1 wo errors appeared in the review of 
Katy Coyle and Joanna Ho's concert, 
which appeared on page 15 of the last 
issue of The College News 
"J.D. and the Midwestern Blues'' is not 
a new song. Only the harmonies used 
were new. Also, the correct quotation 
from that song is: 
"You're looking for a way to say how 
you love me 
But you don't know how, you don't 
know how 
Like a wolf that looks to the moon but 
it cannot howl." 
' 'A Lock of His Hair" is the correct title 
for the song mentioned in Paragraph 9, not 
"You're Angry, Have a Look." 9 
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THE LAMPS OF KNOWLEDGE light up the night as sophomores stream forward 
to officially welcome freshwomen to Bryn Mawr. 
To the Bryn Mawr Community: 
We are writing in protest to the com- 
ments made by Mary Patterson 
McPherson in the October 7 issue of 
the Bi-College news. In the article titl- 
ed "Bryn Mawr SGA Budget Spread 
Thin", President McPherson makes 
several highly objectionable comments 
about women. Her first statement, in 
paragraph 1, is that "Women tend to 
be much more "mingey" about money 
than men da" We were not able to 
find the word "mingy" in several dic- 
tionaries, but assuming it carries the 
same meaning as "stingy", it is not on- 
ly a ridiculous comparison, but it 
makes little sense when viewed in 
context. What has this comparison to 
do with the fact that the SGA budget is 
too small to meet various group's 
demands? 
President McPherson's following 
comments, however, are even more 
appalling. "Women", she says, "have a 
cooke jar mentality when it comes to 
money. They don't really look at a pro- 
gram and understand what it should 
cost." These are called SWEEPING 
GENERALIZATIONS, since President 
McPherson does not refer to any spe- 
cific committee, person, or persons. It 
is insulting that Ms. McPherson makes 
such a degrading comment as a wom- 
an in reference to women. Further- 
more, as the President of a women's 
college, it is unacceptable to represent 
women in such a demeaning way. 
Her comments also have a negative 
impact on the way she must view the 
Bryn Mawr Economics Department and 
Student Investment Committee, as 
well as the many Bryn Mawr Alumnae 
who are now working in business and 
financial investment institutions 
around the world. By her comments, 
President McPherson is trivializing 
women's capacity to conceptualize 
economic matters. 
In closing, how could President 
McPherson possibly think that Bryn 
Mawr students could have a "cookie 
jar mentality" in light of the 
astronomical investment a Bryn Mawr 
education requires? 
Insulted, 
Jolie VonShur '89 
Victoria Baecher '89 
Michon Crawford '89 
Katie Glick '89 
Helen Kinsella '89 
Jenny Singer '89 
Keum Yoon '89 
Editors Note: We would like to give 
readers an explanation of Fat McPerson's 
comments on women and money—which 
are quoted in both the College News and 
the Bi-College News. She was referring to 
the fact that it is much more difficult to 
get women to give donations on a regular 
basis to our almas mater, than it is to get 
alumni (males) to give to their undergrad- 
uate institutions. This leads to schools 
like Princeton (all male for most of its 
history) being the wealthiest in the coun- 
try, while Bryn Mawr and other women's 
colleges struggle with tiny endowments. 
Ms. McPherson did make the comments 
quoted both in this paper and the Bi- 
College, but she tempered them by recog- 
nizing that "SGA (budget committee) 
spends its money well and manages it 
very responsibly," and by stressing the 
significance of Bryn Mawr's Student In- 
vestment Committee—the first—and one 
of the most successful nation-wide-of 
allowing female students to learn that 
money is power," as the President 
pointed out. 
TO THE COMMUNITY: 
It seems that the voting for and having 
a Freshwoman class President/ CoPresi- 
dent is a terribly ridiculous business. Not 
only was it impossible to cast a mean- 
ingful vote on the basis of trendy posters 
along, but it also seem to be a lot of work 
for nothing. 
Seeing as that Freshwoman class had 
just arrived on campus several weeks 
before the election, there was no way for 
us to get to know the candidates. Perhaps 
the candidates could have written 
statements published in the College News 
or something, but even that would not 
have been sufficient information to weigh 
the candidates experience. It is admirable 
that two candidate groups put up formal 
platform statements in the Campus 
Center, but they were put up only after 
the first voting which had eliminated all 
other candidates. 
So the voters were left to vote on the 
basis of spiffy posters, how often we saw 
the posters and the candidates/ names 
plastered around campus, and how much 
we enjoyed the propaganda. Several of the 
posters were stupid to the point of offen- 
sivenss: "We R 4 U!", "Hey Gals!", 
"Smart/Beautiful!", etc... 
This leads one to question if there real- 
ly is a need for Freshwoman Class 
Pres./CoPres. first semester. Many 
lo the Community: 
We were really moved by Pat Rosezelle, 
who spoke and gave two workshops on 
confronting white supremacy. She was 
empowering enthusiastic, energizing, in- 
tellectually and emotionally stimulating!! 
She affected a diverse audience, engaging 
us with issues of racism, classism, and sex- 
ism. However, her presence was also ex- 
pensive. Not as expensive as many other 
speakers, considering the fact that she 
came all the way from Chicago, interrup- 
ting her already busy schedule (she's not 
on a speaking tour) to spend a great deal 
of time and energy working with students 
(she even missed her flight in order to 
finish a workshop!) 
Peace Action Project, the organizing 
group, had a difficult time funding this 
event. The effort, largely carried out by 
Sean Kershaw, a Haverford student, went 
through two semesters and a summer. 
Last semester funding was not made avail- 
able for Ms. Rosezelle, despite repeated 
efforts to bring her. This semester, thanks 
to a plethora of cosponsors, including 
Black Students League, Asian Students 
Association, Puerto Rican Students at 
Haverford, both BMC's and HC's Deans' 
Offices, Presidents' Offices and Deans of 
Minority Affairs, enough money (roughly 
$2000, including transportation, room 
and board) was raised. (For reference the 
entire first semester Peace Action Project 
budget was approximately half that sum). 
Eleanor Smeal, the former president of 
the National Organization of Women and 
spokeswoman for the Fund for the 
Feminist Majority, may also come to the 
bicollege communities this semester. In- 
terestingly, though she is on a speaking 
tour, the estimated price of haviang her 
here for an amount of time comparable 
to that which Ms. Rosezelle spent on cam - 
pus will cost $4000 (not including 
transportation, room and board). The 
students bringing Ms. Smeal have already 
received pledges of $ 1000 from the BMC 
President's Office, and $250 from a Bryn 
Mawr Dean's office. 
Ms. Smeal, for all her merits, delivers 
a message of empowerment to the already 
empowered. Ms. Rosezelle works to em- 
power all sectors of society. The 
mainstream feminist movement has been 
directed largely by and for white, mid- 
dleclass, college educated women. We 
suspect that Ms. Smeal;s message of the 
'' f eminization of power'' will merely con- 
tinue in, and thus reinforce, this elitist 
tradition rather than adressing the issues 
of racism and classism which have been 
ignored for too long. Ms. Rosezelle's 
message is all-inclusive, even pluralistic. 
The successful effort to bring Pat 
Rosezelle to our communities required 
planning for much of the year, applying 
for two bi-college budgets, and 
cooperating with multiple groups for co- 
sponsorship. Yet the amount the Bryn 
Mawr President's Office gave was one 
quarter the amount the Smeal fund was 
given by the same source. The Smeal fund 
received from two Bryn Mawr offices vir- 
tually Ms. Rosezelle's entire speaking fee. 
Ms. Rosezelle received no funding sum 
larger than $250 from any Bryn Mawr of- 
fice. We resent the lack of concrete 
monetary support from the administra- 
tion that we understand to be working 
towards diversity. 
Gretchen Krieger, 
Christina Palmieri, 
and Elaine Roth 
lo the Community: 
Jamaica continues to suffer the ef- 
fects of hurricane Gilbert, the worst storm 
to hit that country in this century. It sur- 
passed the legendary hurricane of 1951 in 
its devastation, having swept the entire 
island from east to west, leaving over 
twenty-six persons dead (at latest count), 
over a half million people homeless of a 
population of two and a half million, and 
agricultural, industrial, and infrastruc- 
tural damages estimated in dollars in hun- 
dreds of millions. It is feared that the death 
toll and damage estimates will rise as the 
Jamaica Defense Force gains access to 
sophomores, as well as other up- 
perclasswoman, could not remember 
what their Pres. did let alone who se was. 
Yes, This could be result of student apathy, 
but isn't it the job of the Pres. to be the 
umbilical cord from the governing body 
(SGA) to the freshwomen? 
It seems possible that concerned and 
motivated freshwomen could represent 
us at SGA meeting, and after having at- 
tended x amount of meeting (and perhaps 
meeting some other criteria) could repre- 
sent us at the SRC. Plus, our Songs 
Mistress could handle Traditions Commit- 
tee meetings, head and help plan class 
social functions, and other "social" 
things. 
And finally, the freshwoman could vote 
for a class Pres. second semester which 
would have given us enough time to 
become acquainted with the women who 
would seek the position and their records 
of achievements in SGA. Then the elected 
woman could take over the respon- 
sibilities of attending and representing us 
at SGA and SRC meetings, and either 
share or take over the responsibilities of 
the social aspects of the position. 
With this new plan, the freshwoman 
would avoid having to vote for their class 
Pres. without sufficient information, and 
the dedication of the contenders would 
be shown in the first semester trial period. 
Sara Rubin '92 
regions that had been cut off by land slides 
and flooding. 
Basic services such as water and elec- 
tricity are unavailable since many water 
mains and power lines have been 
destroyed. Schools, colleges and the 
University of the West Indies at Mona 
have been closed. Food is in short supply 
as entire crops have been lost and 
perishable stocks lost to flooding. 
Needs are legion but the most im- 
mediate are: cash, since this can be 
directed to any need; nonperishable food, 
bedding, clothing, water purification 
tablets, torches, emerging lamps, and 
batteries. 
Contributions in checque form made 
payable to American Red Cross—Hurri- 
cane Gilbert, Jamaica, may be sent to Hur- 
ricane Gilbert International, P.O. Box 
37243, Washington, DC. 20013. For infor- 
mation on other channels of assistance or 
to make contributions in kind contact Pro- 
fessor Michael Allen 526-5327 (office) or 
527-5999 (home). 
Michael Allen 
Professor of Political Science 
lo The Bryn Mawr Community: 
Hurricane Gilbert rushed through 
Jamaica at a speed of 175 miles per hour 
on September 12,1988, leaving a picture 
of total devastation behind. The island's 
government is now struggling to find 
housing for the 800,000 homeless (approx- 
imately Vs of the population) and to ob- 
tain funds to rebuild. Total damages are 
approximately eight billion dollars. Apart 
from the immediate damages, the Tourist 
Industry, one of the leading foreign ex- 
change earners for the island, has suffered 
serious losses as the hurricane occurred 
right before the winter tourist season. 
In light of this, I would like to thank the 
dorm presidents and social chairs of 
Denbeigh and Brecon for responding to 
the needs of my fellow Jamaicans with the 
party on Saturday, October 8—which 
raised $172. 
Michelle Gyles '89 
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Honor Council offends with tacit tolerance of a 'fagbuster' 
RE: GEORGE ABSTRACT,  OR, 
OPEN SEASON ON FAGS 
Well, where do I even begin to express 
my dismay at how the Social Honor Code 
Trial failed? As a result of the ineffec- 
tiveness of the trial to adequately respond 
to the actual (as opposed to the "per- 
ceived ") act of violence which' 'George'' 
committed against sexual minorities last 
semester, my personal faith in the Social 
Honor Code has been destroyed. I have 
none anymore. 
First of all, it is my opinion and the opi- 
nion of others that "George'' simply lied 
and was deliberately ambiguous about 
certain occurrences throughout the trial. 
Worse still is the fact that the jury ap- 
parently overlooked obvious contradic- 
tions in "George's" responses. 
If "George'' simply wanted to erase the 
pink triangles, why did he not use soap 
and water? The traingles were well known 
to have been painted with a water based 
paint. 
".. .George said he understood that the 
pink triangles were significant to others''l 
and "he realized that the triangles were 
a symbol for gay pride and support"2. 
Also,' 'George and several other men went 
to a party wearing homemade t-shirts 
which depicted a pink triangle with a red 
slash through it and the caption, 'Fag- 
buster' ''3 and that afterwards' 'George'' 
"had spoken with someone and realized 
his action in that case had been wrong"4 
(emphasis mine). 
' 'George'' had also been reading the stu- 
dent comment (SC) board for a few days 
before the incident. At the time, the SC 
board was filled with lengthy opinions of 
and references to the pink triangles and 
gays. There were numerous meetings and 
discussions going on all over the campus 
concerning the pink triangles and gays. 
Members of the GPA had been deliberate- 
ly overemphasizing and engaging in per- 
sonal and group discussions of the inci- 
dent. It was clear with whom "George" 
could have discussed the matter if he had 
wanted to. Others in the community who 
disagreed with the triangles did discuss 
it with us. However, "George" "did not 
equate the triangles with gay people."5 
Very logical, and the jury apparently 
believed him. 
' 'George'' felt that he could not address 
the issue through the SC board, by per- 
sonally discussing the issue with those 
who had overtly expressed their support 
for them (and there were many), or by ap- 
pealing to the administration. But the fact 
is that "George" did not try any of these 
avenues first before smashing, I mean, 
' 'dropping'' the liquor bottles. And while 
we're at it, we'll just assume that the per- 
son who saw "George" grinding the 
broken glass into the triangles and heard 
other men cheering him on was naive, and 
that "George" really was "clearing the 
glass away with his foot, not grinding the 
broken glass into the sign..." and that 
"the people had not been cheering; they 
had been loudly discussing his actions 
with one another."6 The difference be- 
tween "smashing," "grinding" and 
"cheering" and "dropping," "clearing" 
and' 'loudly discussing'' is obviously very 
fine, and nothing that a distraught female 
could distinguish between. 
This list could go on, but I think I've 
made my point. 
What is most outrageous to me is 
' 'George's'' and the jury's conclusion that 
the violent act which "George" commit- 
ted was a' 'perceived act of violence'' and 
not an actual one. It was perceived insofar 
as certain members of the community (in- 
cluding many homosexuals, lesbians, bi- 
sexuals, heterosexuals, ethnic minorities, 
whites, women and men) perceived it to 
be a violent act. (What the abstract does 
not specifically say is that the original con- 
fronting party was one of several dozen 
people, but was reduced for the trial.) 
"George" did not intend for his actions 
to offend anyone. 
So by implication many other actions 
could be perceived acts of violence but not 
actual ones. The men in the north dorms 
who brazenly displayed a female manne- 
quin in revealing and male dominated 
positions did not "intend" to offend 
anyone. The men who gang raped a 
woman in Barclay eight years ago (the 
"Barclay Incident") and some of whom 
were later forced to live off campus by for 
a few semesters did not mean any harm, 
either. Just a bunch of good-ole boys hav- 
ing a good time. I see it now, everything 
is perceived by the oppressed, nothing is 
real. 
In cases like these, "intentions" don't 
count, actions and implications do. If so- 
meone were to hang a noose in front of 
the BCC and claim ignorance, he, too, 
should be acquitted, no? This is no dif- 
ferent. The pink triangles represented 
people, "George" knew that, and by 
' 'dropping'' water filled liquor bottles on 
the triangles he was symbolically express- 
ing his wish to do the same to those whom 
the triangles represented. Symbolic action 
is very easily transferred from inanimate 
objects to people, as was explained by the 
confronting party to the Honor Council. 
Plain and simple. 
What the Honor Council said by its 
Swat gays strike rich fund 
BYAMYHINKLEY 
lhe Swarthmore Gay and Lesbian 
Union and the Bisexual/Questioning Cir- 
cle have just become the recipients of an 
alumni-endowed trust fund. Richard 
Sager, Swarthmore class of 1974 and a ma- 
jor gay rights activist in San Diego, has 
decided to do something for the gay com- 
munity at Swarthmore and chose the idea 
of a trust fund, to be administered by a 
board of managers, three members of 
which must be gay, and which must in- 
clude one student, one faculty member 
and one alumnus of Swarthmore. The 
final draft of the contract was just signed 
on the sixth of October—Mr. Sager is hop- 
ing other alumni will contribute to the 
fund as they see how it is administered. 
The purpose of this fund, according to 
Elizabeth Bell, a sophomore and the 
GLU/BQC intern, is to enhance tolerance 
and understanding of gays on campus. 
The fund may be used to bring speakers 
to campus, for example—"Just to bring 
homosexuality into the academic 
mainstream at Swarthmore,'' according to 
Elizabeth. Although the GLU/BQC re- 
fused to disclose the amount, eventually 
it is hoped that the fund will be able to pro- 
vide for visiting lecturers or even an en- 
dowed professorship to address 
academically the issue of sexuality. 
The effects of this drastic change pro- 
bably won't be seen until next semester 
at the earliest, and Elizabeth says it will 
be interesting to see what happens to the 
treatment and visibility of the gay com- 
munity at Swarthmore. "This will really 
change the magnitude of the things we can 
do.'' 9 
A DETAIL FROM THE NAMES PROJECT AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT—which 
was displayed in its entirety in Washington, DC October 8 and 9—portrays the 
compassion and enormous sense of waste felt by the widowed lovers, friends, 
and family members who pay tribute to AIDS victims through creating these 
panels. 
resolutions are also devastating. If you 
commit a "perceived" act of violence 
against a group of people that makes them 
feel as if they cannot leave their rooms at 
night for fear of violence, you will have to 
1) write a letter to the community 
2) "initiate dialogue'' (at your own dis- 
cretion, of course) 
3) read "appropriate literature" not 
selected by the biased confronting party 
4) miss senior week by writing what 
you've thought about and meeting with 
an (obviously qualified) Honor Council 
member. 
You will not 
1) be separated from the community 
whatsoever 
2) be forced to undergo psychological 
counseling (it is obviously not applicable) 
3) be held accountable for your actions. 
HOMOPHOBES,   RACISTS,   MIS- 
OGYNISTS, BEWARE! 
Ethnic minorities, womyn, I feel I must 
warn you and urge you to appeal to Honor 
Council for Social Honor Code violations 
only as a last resort, or if you're sure to 
win your case. It has not, and does not 
work in extreme cases such as these. 
As with the confronting party in all of 
the above mentioned cases, YOU will be 
put on trial as well as the confronted. In 
the case in point, the confronting party 
was forced to explain themselves almost 
as much as "George" was, and it was re- 
quested that THEY write a letter explain- 
ing what THEY had learned from the 
ordeal. The raped victim has to explain 
what she has learned as well. 
White, heterosexist male supremacy is 
alive and well at Haverford College. 
Outraged, 
Louis Bonilla, '90 
P.S. "George" was last seen at a campus 
party this semester and threw at least one 
beer bottle near the party. 9 
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SGA budgeting 
BYJEANHEINSOHN  
On Friday, September 17, the SGA 
Budget Committee posted the first 
semester budget. From the moment the 
funding decisions were posted and well 
beyond grievances the next day, the cam- 
pus has vibrated with disgruntled 
Mawrters questioning the appropriate- 
ness of the allocation of our SGA fees. 
This year's budget stretched $49,375.42 
over 29 clubs, as opposed to last year's 
$33,400.00 for 17 clubs. Many clubs ex- 
perienced cutbacks and were forced to 
seek funds from other sources. One group, 
LBSG, withdrew their application for 
Bryn Mawr funding and turned to 
bicollege budgeting. SGA Treasurer 
Myoung Rang expressed regret over this 
year's budget, saying: "There was too lit- 
tle money and too many good ideas." 
With the lack of funds, priorities over 
where to budget the money became a 
heated issue. Some students disagreed 
with SGA's choice to allocate $30fora van 
to bring Swarthmore students to see 
Lantern Night. However, after SGA 
discussion, it was decided that this plan 
would enahnce tricollege communica- 
tion. Also, Swarthmore helped to pay for 
continued on page 5 
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Steinbeck explains security's role 
BY CATHERINE PAYNE 
What is the role of the Office of Safe- 
ty and Security and is that role being 
fulfilled? With the recent awareness of the 
vulnerability of the Main Line to violent 
crime, students are certainly com- 
templating the concept of a safe campus. 
Every member of the Bryn Mawr College 
community wants a safe campus but con- 
flicts arise over what constitutes safety for 
this small, suburban women's college. 
Students' concerns are more immediate 
than those of the Office of Safety and 
Security. Many students believe that 
Security, as the Office is called, should im- 
plement a regular shuttle to and from 
buildings on the fringe or off campus. In 
addition, some students would like to see 
a kind of "foot patrol": a well-marked 
security officer or student volunteer who 
would either act as a walking safety escort 
at night or patrol the campus regularly in 
the hopes of keeping intruders off of the 
campus just by his or her presence. 
Students are also calling for better lighting 
along paths and the securing of unsecured 
building entries. 
There are also student complaints about 
Security 
imperative 
continued from page 1 
to prevent this. It is certainly students' 
responsibility to lock their doors and not 
to prop open doors, but it is the College's 
responsibility to provide doors and win- 
dows that close properly. This campus is 
still extremely vulnerable, yet money is 
being a 1 lot ed for improvements slowly. We 
cannot afford to phase in such basic im- 
provements as phones, lighting, doors that 
close and lock properly, windows that 
close and lock, and well-trained, well paid 
Security Personnel. The women of Bryn 
Mawr are at serious risk and they are 
scared. Action must be taken and money 
allotted now! 9 
the way in which Security presents itself 
to the public. Some have complained 
about seeing security officers taking off- 
campus offee breaks while on duty. 
Others compain about the rudeness they 
encounter on the part of security officers 
when utilizing the various secuity ser- 
vices. Students are also questioning 
whether there are enough officers to be 
efficient and do a satisfactory job. 
We are all familair with these and other 
concerns and complaints. Whether we 
share them or not, we do consider them 
in order to evluate what would be most 
effective in terms of efficiency and cost 
of security. 
Security, which is headed by Ms. 
Katherine Steinbeck, is also concerned. 
Ms. Steinback believes that' 'We have got 
a handle on the problem'', yet she realizes 
that there is a lot of misinformation 
leading to abuse of the system. In an in- 
terview, Ms. Steinbeck outlined the role 
and efficiency of security and discussed 
the need for the administration and 
security to prioritize. Perhaps more im- 
portant than all of this, Ms. Steinbeck 
talked about the need to improve com- 
munication between students, security of- 
ficers, and administration concerning 
issues of safety and security. 
First, Ms. Steinbeck explained the role 
and efficiency of security on the Bryn 
Mawr College campus. Along with the 
new security vehicles, security also has 
two new salaried officers and boasts full- 
time employees one half of the time. The 
goal of this strengthened office is to pre- 
vent crime on camus and to provide a safe 
environment for the college. Officers thus 
respond to sounding alarms, reports of 
suspicious behavior on campus, emergen- 
cy calls and act as an on-campus safety 
escort. Steinbeck points out that security 
is much more than a safety escort service 
in her description of the personalities of 
the various shifts: The 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. shift 
is characterized by "99% service", mean- 
ing that most of the activity here is related 
to escorts to of f-campus buildings, retriev- 
ing lost items, etc. The second shift, from 
continued on page 15 
sparks hot controversy 
continued from page 4 
the van by matching Bryn Mawr's $30. 
Although very few groups received all 
the funds they asked for, some culturally 
pluralistic programs were cut. An 
anonymous Bryn Mawr student said, 
"The administration is being really 
passive about the nuts and bolts of in- 
tegrating this campus culturally. We, as 
students, know what we need and we can 
organize things. The problem is that the 
administration, whether by intention of 
by default, is expecting the study body to 
finance pluralism. While students should 
certainly help, they shouldn't necessari- 
ly pay for it all even most of it.'' She would 
like to see the Administration match SGA 
funds 50/50 for pluralistic programs. It has 
also been proposed that SGA dues be 
raised from $118 to $135. 
"The Budget Committee is looking in- 
to alternative ways of fundraising,'' said 
Kang. In order to generate more funds for 
SGA activities she would like to see a 
student-run profit organization in opera- 
tion, such as Haverford's Skeeters. One 
of her ideas is letting students run the 
nighttime cafe. 
Kang would also like to see more con- 
tact between members of the Budget 
Committee and heads of clubs to clear up 
misunderstandings or confusion before 
Grievances. She suggests a ten minute 
meeting before budgeting in which the 
clubs can present their ideas. 
Some students would like to see a ma- 
jor overhaul of the entire budgeting pro- 
cess. Elaine Roth, one of the organizers 
of the Peace Action Project, suggests 
students should have more control over 
where their SGA dues go She feels that 
more credit should be given to group size 
fluctuation than has been in the past. 
Although the budgeting for the first 
semester is officially completed, the issue 
has remained largely unresolved. The 
budget was passed by the assembly of 
SGA on October 2 on the condition that 
the Dean's and President's Office supple- 
ment the current SGA funds with an ad- 
ditional 5000 or so dollars. The Ad- 
ministration's response to that request 
was that Dean Myers' office has a fund 
they will allocate to student groups for 
pluralism issues, and the President's of- 
fice has agreed to offer additional funding 
the The College News. Additionally, in the 
wake of limited funding, many clubs and 
organizations have undergone indepen- 
dent fundraising campaigns under the 
direction of the Budget Committee.    9 
FACT: There are over 160,000 les- 
bian women, gay men, bisexual, 
transsexual and transvestite per- 
sons in Philadelphia, living in 
every neighborhood and working 
ain all occupations. But most of 
them hide their sexual orientation 
from their neighbors, employers, 
landlords and families. 
October 11 
National Coming Out Day 
People 
Can't Grow 
in Closets. 
FACT: In Philadelphia, it is illegal 
to discriminate against anyone in 
housing, employment or public 
accommodations on the basis of 
their sexual orientation. 
It's a national campaign encouiagingsaual minotiries to 
take a step out of our closets. Each of us, in our own way, 
can help to end the lies and silence that hurt us all. the 
Mayor's Commission on Sexual Minorities invites all 
Philadelphians to celebrate this city's diversity. 
Pluralism follow-up enlightens 
BY CECILE LATHAM 
l_tf is t week, each dorm's f res h worn en, 
H.A.s, customs people, and trained 
facilitators got together for the first of 
three follow-ups to the Customs Week 
Workshops on Pluralism and Diversity. 
These follow-up sessions were intend- 
ed to focus on racial issues, and to give a 
more in-depth look at a part of what was 
covered in the original workshop, where 
conflicts arising from a broad range of dif- 
ferences were discussed. Not every group 
focused primarily on race, but discussed 
other issues of particular concern to that 
group. 
Not focusing so much on particular^ 
problems as on the general principles of 
inclusion and exclusion, most sessions 
were structured around a role-playing ac- 
tivity where participants were told to sit 
in a circle and exclude others who tried 
to join from outside the circle. 
' 'The purpose of the exercise was to get 
people not just to intellectualize thse prob- 
lems, but to provide a chance for every- 
one to experience power, oppression, feel- 
ing included and excluded,'' said Dean of 
the Undergraduate College Michele 
Myers, one of the fourteen facilitators. "It 
brought an awful lot of the points home.'' 
' "The role-playing was more immediate; 
it got you more personally involved than 
the original workshop, when we were just 
talking about things that happened a long 
time ago, in high school," aid Amy 
Grasmick, '92. She thought it got' 'tooper- 
sonal, too fast," however. 
"People were scared," said Katherine 
Brown, '92. "A lot of people didn't think 
of it as just an exercise." 
On the other side of campus, Kira Gantt, 
'982, said, "It became kind of unhealthy 
because people became confused: Was 
this a game or was this real life? Where 
do you draw the line?" 
"It was very disturbing," said Leigh 
Tarnaroff, H.A., '89, running her keychain 
along the side of her sneaker.' 'It made a 
lot of people really uncomfortable, and I 
don't know, maybe that's a good thing, but 
it really bothered me." 
"You don't think you're going to get 
wrapped up in it, but then you get really 
upset that people ae trying to keep you out 
and saying'No! You can't come in,' "said 
Karen Zatz, '92. "We started out being 
kind of funny, like 'Ha, ha, we won't let 
you in,' but it got to the point where 
everyone on the outside felt really op- 
pressed and couldn't say anything." 
Most groups were small. Bouncing on 
her bed, ready to run to catch the bus, 
Elizabeth Foley, '92, said "Turnout was 
really poor. Most people had other 
priorities." 
' 'The small size of the group put people 
on the spot, and I regret that," said Dean 
Myers. "It wasn't intended to be that per- 
sonal. When we deal with these questions 
it is inevitably going to generate conflict, 
but it is less likely that people will take 
it personally if the group is larger." 
Katharine Heinsohn, '92, said, "It's a 
good thing to learn from, but it doesn't 
mean it's a real-life situation; it's just a 
game. The point was to show different at- 
titudes. It shows how easily you could ex- 
clude people, but I don't think people 
would have done it in real life." 
"It was disturbing to see how some peo- 
ple played the game, how far they would 
go to follow the instructions and keep peo- 
ple out," said Leigh Tarnaroff. 
"People follow directions and do what 
they're told even though they don't want 
to," Katherine Brown said. "A lot of peo- 
ple found fault with themselves after- 
wards because they had followed authori- 
ty, and didn't know they could leave." 
Despite these reservations, most par- 
ticipants felt the follow-up sessions were 
a valuable addition to the original 
workshop. 
"It makes you look at things with a new 
perspective," said Larissa Rachko, '92, 
' 'and it promotes discussion about these 
topics." 
Jennifer Westhoven, '92, said, "We 
knew each other a lot better this time. I 
liked it because we bad some problems 
cleared up, but didn't come to one answer 
at the end; we had more questions. For ex- 
ample, we realized that a lot of us were 
still confused about certain things, like 
sexual orientation, so we're going to ask 
someone from BG ALA to come and talk 
to us at the next follow-up. And a lot of 
people don't realize how touchy people 
can be about race relations; this made you 
think about it." 
"I thought it would be worse than it 
was," said Lynn Hopper, '92. "It's inter- 
esting to hear what other people were 
thinking about the topic." 
"Just the fact that we know the ad- 
ministration cares enough to have these 
workshops is a small miracle," said 
Elizabeth Foley. 9 
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Mawrter witnesses classic clash 
BYDENISETUGGLE 
Oisters, it is important to remember 
your white privilege when you are out 
fighting for your freedom as womyn. As 
nice as it would be, being a white womon 
does not negate the privilege that you get 
for being white. 
The reason that I say this that I went to 
Take Back the Night March on Saturday. 
There was a rally where we talked about 
how we didn't accept rape or queer 
bashing anymore. All well and fine. How- 
ever, I became of white Womyn's privi- 
leged unawareness as soon as we started 
marching, because we first marched 
through a tenement neighborhood whose 
inhabitants were poor black people. 
I became concerned watching the faces 
of the onlookers—they were carefully 
blank. Then I realized that it was that they 
were seeing. Here they were, minding 
their own business, when literally 
thousands of angry white people came 
marching through their neighborhood 
chanting' 'What do we want? Safe streets! 
When do we want it? Now!" 
To make things worse, the Peace 
Keepers were wearing bright arm- and 
head-bands that had "PK" written on 
them. Before the march I had chided 
myself for the shock and fear that ran 
through me when I first saw the K. Now, 
looking at the faces, I knew that I was not 
the only Black person who only needs to 
see one "K'' to fear that there are two more 
beside it. Take Back the Night was not a 
march for womyn's safety to these peo- 
ple, it was a showing of white threat to 
their lives. I was so sick with betrayal by 
association that I left the march and talked 
to people on the street until we left that 
neighborhood. Then I found two Black 
Philadelphian womyn to march with the 
rest of the way. They, too, had been think- 
ing the same thing I was about the 
neighborhood and the armbands. 
Worse yet, on my way back to the bus, 
I heard two white womyn discussing their 
' harrassment in the line''. Some man had 
yelled the most threatening thing he could 
think of: "I'll rape you all." What 
neighborhood was this in?" I asked, in- 
tuitively knowing the answer already. But 
this white womon whom I have called 
friend made her reply even more destruc- 
tive by saing "The bad neighborhood" 
(italics mine). By this she was referring 
to the tenement neighborhood of poor 
blacks that we had invaded. 
I was almost mute with her frank ex- 
pression of white privilege. I managed to 
squeeze out through choked vocal chords 
about us being a threat to them. "Well 
maybe, you can excuse these sorts of 
remarks ("I'll rape you all"), but I can't." 
Inside I screamed: NO! I DO NOT EX- 
CUSE • 'THOSE SORTS OF REMARKS''! 
WHY WOULD I COME TO A "TAKE 
BACK THE NIGHT'' MARCH? I AM GIV- 
ING YOU A CHANCE TO SEE WHERE 
THE FEAR IN THAT REMARK CAME 
FROM! 
I curtly said something about the way 
white womyn and black men "don't get 
along", and this is what she latched on to. 
' 'Denise, I get along fine with black men.'' 
Probing workshop sizzles with power 
BY CHERYL KIM 
Ivacism is an issue on which most 
self-professed liberals can say, "It'sbad," , 
and go on with their lives. How many of 
us actually confront the issue head on, 
delve deeply into its controversial pit, and 
translate the knowledge into action? Un- 
fortunately, very few. The pluralism 
workshop has given Bryn Mawr a sense 
of smug, self-satisfaction about our abili- 
ty to deal with racism. Yet the workshop 
is only scratching the surface of the issue. 
Pat Rosezelle, an experienced facilitator, 
conducted a far-reaching workshop on 
racism on Friday, September 30. The 
workshop was open to people of all races. 
It was challenging, controversial, and 
even life-changing for both people of col- 
or and whites alike. The theme of the 
workshop was empowerment. 
The firs tpart of the workshop was spent 
in discussing and defining racism and 
white supremacy. Rosezelle defined 
racism as "the systematic mistreatment 
of people of color." She presented some 
iconoclastic ideas about racism. White 
supremacy exists; it is indigenous to our 
socity. It hurts non- whites and whites. All 
of those who have benefited from white 
supremacy are guilty of its perpetration 
by remaining silent. She warned those 
present that the work of combating racism 
would not be an easy one; neither would 
it be a path to gaining affection. She stated, 
"You have to be prepared to do this (work 
against racism) even when it means that 
you're not given affection. There will be 
ostracization." "The power in this coun- 
try is held by wealthy white males. All 
others have power on lease, as long as they 
play the game. When you go against that, 
people are going to turn against you." 
Rosezelle also noted that our society of- 
fers white women a sub-class over whom 
they can feel superior. To compensate for 
their relative powerlessness, they are 
given a class of people, "nigger," over 
whom they can feel superior. In com- 
parison to oppressed people of color, they 
have greater power and autonomy. Unless 
one realizes that this kind of inducement 
to white supremacy exists, it is difficult 
to break the cycle of racism. The status 
quo of a society is maintained by bribing 
the majority of the populace to let things 
remain as they are. 
In addition, People of Color are condi- 
tioned not to claim and flaunt their 
ethnicity, their "niggerdom." For if they 
were ever to do so, it would become ob- 
vious that united, they too can be power- 
ful. Thus, society imposes a sense of 
shame on those who do not conform to 
the "white ideal." Black people are told 
that straight hair is more beautiful than 
kinky hair, Asian people are told that oc- 
cidental eyes are more desirable than 
slanted eyes. The psychic effects of racist 
oppression are sense of worthlessness and 
a sense of having to hide who you truly 
are to be accepted by the while culture. 
"Part of white supremacy, "commented 
Rosezelle, "is the rationalizaton and 
denial on the part of whites that they have 
benefited from the rape and pain of Peo- 
ple of Color*' It is difficult for white mid- 
dle class people to admit that they same 
system which benefits them deprives 
others on the basis of color. Black people 
are not poor because they are lazy, and in- 
competent, but it is easier to accept this 
myth than to accept the fact that people 
of color are discriminated against— 
economically, socially, and politically, and 
that you are part of the systematic oppres- 
sion. 
The tendency of modern pseudo- 
liberals is to point to Affirmative Action, 
and to some of the advances that the Civil 
Rights movement of the 1960's ac- 
complished, then to say that the specter 
of racism has been permanently laid to 
rest. But this is still the society where peo- 
- continued on page 15 
Sure, I thought, you just call their 
neighborhood "bad" and don't give their feel- 
ings of threat and legitimacy that you would 
a womon's. 
What I did say to her that through my feel- 
ings of anger and betrayal, I want you all 
to hear and think about this. There is a 
classic clash among freedom fighters in 
the United States between White womyn 
and Black men. The white womon 
screams "You, Man, Oppress me!" as she 
maintains her bonds of white privilege 
and the black man screams, "You, white 
oppress me!", as he clings to whatever 
Male privilege he has. 
The above incident is not a' 'personal'' 
issue, it is just one example of something 
that happens often and is rarely dealt 
with. The truth is that white womyn do 
oppress black men, and black men do op- 
press white womyn, but neither one seems 
willing to look at themselves as op- 
pressors, and I excuse neither of you, 
because I support both of you. I now give 
you, white womyn of Bryn Mawr, the op- 
portunity to examine yourselves. How 
could it be possible to be supportive of all 
womyn (not just the white ones) and main- 
tain one's white privilege? The answer is 
not to "only" oppress Men of Color. 9 
Racism: Alive, well, and living here... 
continued from page 1 
get in touch with their own power, their 
individual ethnic background. In short,' 
Rosezelle said, "white American culture 
is dead." 
Rosezelle stated that Black people in this 
country have been struggling since the 
kidnapping (their incarceration into 
slavery), adding that the civil rights move- 
ment was a wave of that struggle which 
touched a chord of freedom in everyone 
in the nation. She sees the Civil Rights 
movement as having touched off rain- 
bows of struggle—gay and lesbian, disabl- 
ed and feminist. 
Rosezelle feels that we are in a unique 
period of U.S. history, because for the first 
time there is a desire among the majority 
that there not be discrimination by race; 
she believes that the end of white 
supremacy is near. Rosezelle asserted that 
it is in everyone's benefit to challenge 
white supremacy, because "none are free 
until all are free.'' However, this desire has 
not changed the societal conditioning 
which upholds white supremacy, male 
supremacy and homophobia. In growing 
up, "We all took a little piece of the op- 
pressive material." 
If you fight for your- 
self, and you are serious, 
then you are fighting 
for me."   —Pat Rosezelle 
Rosezelle was very clear that there are 
two agendas for counteracting white 
supremacy. People of Color need to be 
able to celebrate themselves and must not 
be burdened with explaining the various 
manifestations of white supremacy to 
people with white-skin privilege. Rose- 
zelle wanted People of Color to know that 
racism is white people's problem. As part 
of this, People of Color shouldn't have to 
worry about being hurt if people with 
white-skin privilege get confused in their 
efforts to confront their own racism. 
Rosezelle's agenda for people with 
white-skin privilege is that they must 
begin to combat racism and white 
supremacy, including their own racism, 
in the white community. This should not 
be done out of a flawed liberal compas- 
sion, or guilt about racism. Rosezelle 
made it clear that for people with white- 
skin privilege, working on racism means 
understanding what it means to be white 
in a society based on white supremacy 
and not attempting to "understand" or 
"help" People of Color. In her opinion, 
people with white-skin privilege will' 'get 
tired of being ignorant and wrong.'' Since 
they cannot "know how it feels," they 
must be in the struggle for their own self- 
interests. She sees this work as being both 
attitudinal and institutional; as people 
with white-skin privilege work to become 
less racist themselves, they must also 
work to make society less racist. One way 
of doing this is to be a white ally, which 
Rosezelle described as someone "who 
will march with me up to the barricade 
and not turn back when the fighting 
begins.'' She wants' 'greedy people'' to be 
her allies, and maintains that it is in the 
interest of people with white-skin 
privilege because to be full human beings, 
we must be about the business of strug- 
gle." 
A large part of Rosezelle's speech was 
devoted to reading parts of recent articles 
she's collected that exemplify the pro- 
minence of white-skin privilege and its 
consequent color discrimination. It is hard 
to ignore or intellect ualize the prevalence 
of racism in our society when confronted 
with story after story about current real- 
world situations. Even closer to home was 
the statment Rosezelle made about the in- 
adequacy of our own academic institu- 
tions: "If I were a white student here I 
would demand a refund. This institution 
is not making you able to deal in a world 
of Color." She encouraged us to use our 
classrooms as our laboratories, to con- 
tradict white supremacy every chance we 
get. 
Rosezelle spoke several times about 
racism in liberal movements. She said for 
a long time she didn't want to identify 
herself as a feminist, because feminism 
was a term used by white women who 
were also racist. She came to realize, 
however, that she could not let someone 
else appropriate her term. "White 
feminism is dead," she said,' 'may it rest 
in peace." She illuminated the hypocrisy 
of the movement saying' 'Scratch a liberal, 
find a racist". 
In closing, Rosezelle talked about white 
supremacy as a disease, a disease inherent 
to being white. She affirmed that People 
of Color must lead, because diseased peo- 
ple can't lead the way: "this planet is in 
desperate need of change. That change is 
People of Color." 
Rosezelle then requested questions, 
comments, and criticisms. A woman of 
Color thanked her for addressing People 
of Color directly, something that she said 
was not done often. A woman of white- 
skin privilege who had been moved to 
tears in the course of the evening, express- 
ed her appreciation; "I liked that you 
made it my problem—something I need 
to work on. I don't have to deal with the 
entire Black community, but I can deal 
with me." 
Rosezelle got angry with a man with 
white-skin privilege in response to a ques- 
tion he asked about internalized racism 
and Black vs Black violence. She asked 
him why, with everything she had said 
about white supremacy, he would choose 
to ask a question about' 'crazy Black peo- 
ple." The room got tense during this con- 
frontation as people realized this was the 
struggle she had been talking about: "As 
my ally we will work on your fear and you 
will deal with my anger." 
Rosezelle also accepted criticism from 
a woman of Color for using the term 
"rule" in describing the new leadership 
role for People of Color. In one of the final 
appreciations, a woman with white-skin 
privilege thanked Rosezelle for' 'shaking 
us out of our liberal complacency," 
something she found did "not happen 
often enough in this community."     9 
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Freind is ready for rejection 
BY ALISON SMITH 
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT PROTESTORS gather in Philadelphia. 
March invigorates and heals 
continued from page 1 
Would one woman have done that to 
several thousand men?" 
The march went by the Martin Luther 
King public housing development, Mer- 
cy Hospice (a shelter for homeless 
women), the Kesmon Hotel (a place where 
prostitutes are often attacked), Planned 
Parenthood, battered womens' shelters, 
an area of Locust Street where gays and 
lesbians have been assaulted, and 
numerous porn shops. The march also 
went through the subway, which the pro- 
gram described as ' 'a place of refuge and 
grave danger for homeless people and 
women." 
Cheers were continually begun and 
repeated: "What do we want? Safe streets! 
When do we want them? Now!" 
'' Homophobia has got to go!" ' All day, all 
night—a safe home is our right!'' Accord- 
ing to another student, 
"There were two emotions that kept 
sweeping over me. The first was a feeling 
of triumph. I was marching and chanting 
with my sisters (and some brothers) and 
we were doing something. The other 
feeling—impossible to shake—was my 
fear of the knowledge that I could not be 
walking those same streets at that same 
hour by myself." 
Another student noted about the 
makeup of the group marching: "It was 
an invigorating feeling to be with so many 
women, all there for the same purpose. 
It was also great to see the lesbian women 
proundly wearing their triangles and 
doubled-sided axes, and hugging, kissing, 
and holding hands. The only sad part was 
that there wasn't the diversity in kinds of 
women (race, and color, especially) that 
there should have been." 
In fact, the whole march could have 
been (and probably was) frightening to the 
residents of the neighborhoods throught 
which we marched, for the marchers 
were primarily white, while the residents 
were primarily black. 
But it seemed to be a healing experience 
for the marchers. At the first gathering, 
a number of women participated in a 
"speak-out" by standing at the 
microphone to deliver accounts of their 
own experiences with violence; at the ral- 
ly, the Anna Cruisi Women's Choir taught 
the marchers a chant: "We are alive, and 
the earct is alive. If we have courage, we 
can be healers like. Like the sun we shall 
rise..." 
And another student's comment: 
' 'It was an incredibly empowering ex- 
perience. I could feel the power being ex- 
changed in the huge crowd of beautiful 
women. I have little hope that our 
demands will be realized in my lifetime 
or, even if they are, that I will ever lose 
the conditioned fear that I live with every 
day—but that does not diminish the power 
and beauty I experienced tonight.''   9 
Legal for 15 years 
BY KELLY LOVE  
In a time when a woman's right to a 
safe, legal abortion is increasinly threaten- 
ed, NARAL-PA (National Abortion Rights 
Action League of Pennsylvania) has 
organized a series of concrete ways for 
women to take action in the struggle to 
preserve this critical right. 
On October 5, Lauren Townsend of 
NARAL-PA spoke in BMC's Campus 
Center and discussed the state of abortion 
rights todayand more specifically the 
escorting service that many students will 
be taking part in during the semester. One 
focus of the discussion was the major 
threats to abortion rights. Perhaps one of 
the clearest examples of this is the clinic 
violence and harassment (of clinic 
workers, doctors, and patients) which gets 
so much media attention. Although in the 
minority, anti-choice protestors are ex- 
tremely vocal. This, combined with the 
amount of media coverage, can be very 
intimidating, both for individuals and, 
what is more important is terms of the 
laws coverning abortion, for legislators. 
The makeup of the Pennsylvania state 
legislature is in itself another threat. The 
majority of state legislators are very 
strongly anti-choice, and again this can be 
quite intimidating for the mainorty of pro- 
choice legislators. On a higher level, the 
current makeup of the Supreme Court is 
such that Roe vs. Wade (the 1973 Supreme 
Court decision legalizing abortion) is now 
in danger. The retirement of justice Powell 
meant that pro-choice advocates lost one 
judge who made up the five-justice pro- 
choice majority in the Supreme Court. In 
his place, Justice Kennedy was nominated 
and confirmed. Although Kennedy has 
not stated his position on the abortion 
issue, it seems likely that he will prove to 
be anit-choice—he was endorsed by Sen 
Jesse Helms, the far-right U.S. senator 
from North Carolina. 
The final major threat to abortion rights 
and the one which is all too often com- 
promised by that of abortion-rights lob- 
Otephen Freind won the prestigious 
"Oinker'' award at Saturday night' s Take 
Back the Night rally, an honor bestowed 
upon the Haverford Township State 
Representative for his repeated support 
of legislation that would send any liberal 
up the wall. 
Freind, an ardent pro-life Republican, 
gained national notoriety last March 
when he stated in a radio interview that 
the chances of a woman becoming preg- 
nant from a rape are''one in millions and 
millions and millions". The reason? 
Women' 'produce a certain secretion that 
kills sperm", claimed Freind. 
News to you? Well, of course it was 
news to physicians, as well, and Freind 
inevitably retracted the statement, 
although he held fast to the point that a 
resulting pregnancy is "extremely rare." 
Freind actively supported last March's 
everpopular Abortion Control Act, one of 
the strictest antiabortion laws in the na- 
tion. It included a provision requiring 
women under 18 to obtain either paren- 
tal consent or a court order to be allowed 
an abortion. Freind's next crusade was 
April's "wrongful birth and wrongful life' 
bill, which also passed, and now protects 
doctors from lawsuits for withholding in- 
formation. The law all but ends the 
mother's right to know the health of her 
child before birth, since the doctor is 
under no legal obligation to inform the 
woman of the availability of tests such as 
amniocentesis, or of the results of such 
tests. 
Freind was also instrumental in the 
passing of a law which outlaws Medicaid 
funding for abortions in cases of rape and 
incest, unless the crime is reported within 
72 hours. 
Nevertheless, Freind maintains that he 
considers rape a terrible crime, pointing 
to increased state funding for rape crisis 
centers and passage of legislation which 
prohibits cross-examination of rape vic- 
tims on past sexual experiences, among 
other things, as evidence. 
Freind has used the death penalty to 
support his prolife stance:' 'Every state in 
the Union has a provision that if the per- 
son to be executed is a pregnant woman, 
she first bears the child before she is ex- 
ecuted under the rationale that you don't 
penalize an unborn child for the sins of 
the parent". 
'' Rape is a horrible crime and yet we do 
not have capital punishment against rape, 
but we do have capital punishment 
against the innocent byproduct of that 
rape. Our goal is to preserve all human 
life." 
A bill sponsored by Freind now pending 
before the state legislature concerns sex 
education. If passed, and Freind expects 
that it will, this new bill will require writ- 
ten consent from parents before children 
take sex education classes. 
The password for this one is 
' 'abstinence.'' In an interview earlier this 
month, Freind said that "with the cons- 
tant threat of AIDS,'' we can't rely on con- 
doms for protection. Children must know 
the facts that "you could die". 
"The truth is, there's no such thing as 
safe sex," stated Freind. He also opposes 
the mailing of the Health and Human Ser- 
vices Department's pamphlet on AIDS. 
"Using a condom and thinking you're 
going to be safe from AIDS is like going 
out into a hurricane with an umbrella", 
Freind said, borrowing the simile from an 
obstetrician friend. 
As November approaches, a strong sup- 
port group has formed behind Democrat 
Allen Polsky, who will run against the 
12-year incumbent on a "Stop Freind" 
platform. Barbara DiTullo, the president 
of the Delaware County chapter of the Na- 
tional Organization of Womeng, has ex- 
pressed her opposition to Freind and 
thrown her support behind Polsky. Freind 
has remarked that opposition from NOW 
is proof that he's doing something right. 
What did Freind have to say about 
Polsky? 
"The opponent is irrelevant. I have a 
philosophy in life: I have to satisfy the per- 
son I see in the mirror.'' Freind said he will 
consider the outcome of the election "a 
referendum on the job I've done." 
And if he loses? Many have said that this 
is the year to beat Steve Freind. Well, he's 
got other cards to play. He's got a law firm, 
and he writes. His first novel, God's 
Children, was a somewhat autobiograph- 
ical work about three friends from 
Villanova University (his alma mater) 
who go their ways, one to become a 
leading prolife politician, one a Catholic 
priest, and one a mobster. Freind does not 
seem worried about the election. 
"Life goes on, the sun is going to come 
up in the morning. I'll still have my wife 
and children. 
"In politics as in writing, you have to 
be ready for rejection." Freind sees the 
role of state representative as special 
because it allows a closeness with the peo- 
ple. A fast turnover (a two-year term) in- 
sures accurate representation, assuming 
the voters know the candidates. 
"Always let your constituents know 
where you stand. That way people come 
to respect you,'' said Freind, pointing out 
the fact that he has always been clear 
about where he stands on the issues. 
Freind votes according to his conscience, 
not his constituents. 
"Can they [my constituents] ever 
respect me or trust me again if they know 
I voted against my conscience?" Accor- 
ding to Freind, "Life's too short to sell 
out." 
Freind appreciates the difficulties 
women face in the eighties, recognizing 
"enormous difficulties". 
"It's tough for women now,'' observed 
Freind. Nevertheless, he is staunchly op- 
posed to the Equal Rights Amendment, 
claiming, "I don't believe in tampering 
with the Constitution". Freind claimed 
that those who are pro-ERA are doing it 
as a symbol. 
"If I'm looking for someone here, I want 
the best. You take a person for what he 
or she is. 
"I don't think the ERA is necessary at 
all. The name of the game is education." 
Freind stressed the importance of a 
well-rounded society where education 
stresses values and the liberal arts. On 
single sex schools: "I think there's a place 
for single sex schools." Villanova was all 
male when Freind attended. 
And on Bryn Mawr? 
"I never had a lot of association with 
Bryn Mawr. I never went to any events 
there. They did have a damn good library'' 
2. 
by ists, is that of access. Funding is a crucial 
part of this issue. The fact is that, 
regardless of what changes occur in the 
law, upper and middle class white women 
will always to able to find doctors to per- 
form safe abortions. However, even now, 
while abortion is legal, the ban on federal 
funding for abortions effectively blocks 
poor women's access to these procedures. 
Not only is this an example of blatant 
discrimination, but it also shows the 
federal governemnt making a clear state- 
ment that abortion is morally wrong (ie. 
that is the reasoning behind shutting off 
continued on page 10 
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Disgruntled Mawrters asse 
Haverford men likened to yogurt 
BY CHERYL KIM 
1 didn't know Bryn Mawr was a 
women's college when I accepted its cor- 
dial invitation to attend. I mean I knew 
it was a women's college. It just never hit 
me that it wasn't going to the typical col- 
legiate experience (whatever that is). It hit 
me customs week. 
The only men I saw during the first few 
days were my male, Haverfordian 
customs people, but they, being customs 
people, were sexless. Experiencing a 
single sex environment after many co-ed 
years was unsettling. Ophelia might have 
come to Bryn Mawr in compliance to 
Hamlet' s command, ' 'Get thee to a nun- 
nery.' ' Bryn Mawr is, after all, well equip- 
ped to be one: cloisters, Mawrtyrdom, 
dedication to the Goddess (of learning and 
wisdon), and long black robes. 
Anyway, I was well-relieved when we 
went to Haverford to meet our co-customs 
group. Aah, at last—the other half of the 
human race. But were they really? I was 
soon confronted with the sad reality of the 
infamous 3:1 ratio. Neither the Ford 
freshwomen or the freshmen seemed to 
know quite what to make of us Mawrters. 
So we went through the motions of in- 
troduction and politely pretended to inter- 
act under the hopeful eyes of the customs 
people. 
The first dance party at Haverford gave 
me a hint of what was to come. Ford men 
hung out and attempted to look cool and 
disdainful. Mawrters tended to stay 
together in the name of self-preservation. 
My friendly attempts to break the 
Mawrter/Ford barrier were met with 
responses appropriate to a hot and heavy 
come-on, at least from the males. 
What was it that made these obnoxious 
men think that all and sundry were at- 
tracted to them? Nothing, as far as I could 
tell. Many of them had a) no social skills, 
b) no perceptible signs of intelligence, c) 
no shoulders to speak of, d) no heighth, 
e) more ego than any one human being 
should be permitted to have. 
However, optimist that I was, I kept hop- 
ing that things would get better, maybe 
I had just encountered a particularly bad 
sample. It's like yogurt at BMCDS. You 
don't give up on dining service when they 
have banana Irish creme, because you 
know they're capable of better. So I kept 
going to Haverford parties. But with each 
one, my knowledge of Haverford men 
grew, and my hopes of normal female- 
male interations waned. I was not out to 
get a boyfriend or even to go out with a 
man. I just wanted to be able to have a 
friendly conversation with a member of 
the opposite sex without him thinking that 
I was a desperate, lustful, raging virago 
of sexual desire. A couple months pass- 
ed, and I fully empathized with an upper- 
classwoman who said,'' I don't do Haver- 
ford men." 
I heartily dislike being objectified, and 
I v/as enraged by four Haverfordian men 
who formed a'' receiving line'' at the Rad- 
nor party early this year. They stood at the 
top of the stairs checking out women as 
they came up to get beer—the up and 
down with the eyes with accompanying 
leer. Glurph. Uggh. 
This rather disgusting attitude towards 
women carries over in distilled form to 
class discussions. In the Haverford classes 
I've taken, women have been effectively 
quieted. They are given less time in 
discussion because the men attempt to 
dominate. Haverfordians seem to adhere 
more to sex roles. When assertive women 
attempt to express their ideas and be more 
of a presence, they are met either with 
subtle glares or outright hostility. I've left 
many classes feeling vaguely disquieted, 
and been unable to figure out why. Then 
mulling over class dynamics, I noticed 
that the majority of classtime had been 
dominated by the men, and very little 
space or encouragement had ben given to 
women. I certainly don't think that the 
professors deliberately allow this to hap- 
pen. They, too, have been so conditioned 
into role types that they don't notice. And 
I am also guilty if I continue to allow this 
to happen. I plunk down $ 17,025 for an 
education; I cannot and should not 
tolerate this kind of subtle discrimination. 
This kind of discriminatory conduct 
also seems glaringly apparent in some of 
the organizations that Bryn Mawr and 
Haverford share. Come on, the Bi-College 
News euphemized the Barclay gang rape 
as the "Barclay incident" for eight years. 
Why were the men guilty of raping the 
woman reprimanded by (horrors!!) hav- 
ing to live off-campus for a few semesters? 
Why was it that in a recent issue of the 
paper insinuated that the woman was to 
blame by emphasizing the fact that she 
was drunk? And why did the respondant 
to the letter-to-the-editor state that they 
were trying not make a "value" judgment 
about the rape?: What kind of value is in- 
herent to rape? Where is Haverford, both 
the people and the institution, with regard 
to attitudes towards women? 
In defense of Haverford men, however, 
I must say they are a tier above U-Penn 
men. There, the attitudes toward women 
are truly disgusting. Case in point: I was 
dancing in a circle with friends at at U- 
Penn party when a male decided that since 
we were a forlorn group of females, he 
would grace us with his virile presence. 
He broke into the middle of our circel and 
proceeded to state, "Hey baby, don't be 
shy." Had I possessed any vaguely sharp 
instruments at that moment, certainparts 
of his anatomy would have been in 
danger. Other U-Penn incidents, such as 
the Zeta Beta Tau rape also spring to mind. 
(ZBT hired strippers to perfom for them, 
then raped them with cucumbers. They 
thought it was funny.) 
Some will accuse me of broad 
generalizations about Haverfordian and 
U-Penn men. I'm not saying that there are 
no nice, wonderful people from both 
schools. However, they tend to be the ex- 
ception, and not the rule. To all of them, 
especially to the Bryn Men (men who 
rightfully belong at Bryn Mawr, not 
Haverford), I proffer an apology for the 
comments which are inapplicable. 
These rather disappointing gender rela- 
tions with men in this community have 
made me appreciate Bryn Mawr so much 
more. The admissions office spiel truly 
takes on new dimensions of meaning. We 
do have an education geared towards in- 
stilling confidence in women. We are 
validated here on the basis of our ideas 
and actions. We are given space and en- 
couragement. We are given things here 
that we will have to fight for in the real 
world, but having had it for a few years, 
we know what we're fighting for.       9 
A BI-COLLEGE HETEROSEXUAL COUPLE smirk gleefully into each other's eyes- 
knowing they've beat the odds! 
What kind of Mawrter are you? 
BY ANNE BILEK 
Xhe following quiz, an adaptation of 
a longer questionnaire, will give you an 
idea as to which of the six basic categories 
best describes your behavior as a Mawr- 
ter: Bi-college, Isolationist, Dropout, 
Politician, Sycophant or Coolissimo. 
In the box to the right of each statement fill 
in the number 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 or 1, indicating 
the degree to which it is most like you (6), 
or least like you (1). Use each number only 
once. 
A. When I am at Haverford for a class, 
I: 
□ 1. Am delighted to have a chance to 
see my Haverfordian friends 
□ 2. Am stricken by panic, revulsion 
and scorn 
□ 3. Can't answer this question. I've 
never been to Haverford, even 
though I've had three classes there 
O 4. Am appalled by the vast herds of 
white preppy boys thundering 
through the campus 
□ 5. Make sure that I have enough time 
before the next Blue Bus to chat 
with my professor 
□ 6. Curse the Haverford bookstore for 
not selling cigarettes 
B. When I have a paper due the next 
day, I am most likely to: 
□ 1. Get it done quickly so that I can 
party later on 
□ 2. Sit in my room all day and night 
thinking about it 
□ 3. Get drunk 
□ 4. Get an extension because of the 
SGA meeting 
□ 5.Stay upallnight thinking ofaclever 
or witty title 
□ 6. Be bored by it 
C. I eat dinner at: 
□ 1. Erdman 
□ 2. Brecon 
D 3. 3 in the morning 
D 4. Haffner 
□ 5. A nice restaurant with the deans 
□ 6. The Haffner smoking room 
D. When I see a good-looking boy, I: 
D 1. Greet him heartily 
□ 2. Look away 
□ 3. Vaguely recognize him from the 
first few Calculus classes of the 
semester 
□ 4. Wonder if he's like the rest of them 
□ 5. Remember that he's friends with 
my philosophy professor 
D 6. Ignore him, but secretly think that 
he'd look really good with a pony- 
tail and a pair of round, wire- 
rimmed glasses 
E. When I have nothing to do, I: 
□ 1. Call one of my friends 
□ 2. Read in my room 
□ 3. Start packing 
□ 4. Start an argument 
□ 5. Wonder what Miss McPherson is 
doing at this very moment 
□ 6. Take drugs 
F. When I meet with a professor, I: 
□ 1. Am all business, and leave quickly 
□ 2. Explain that I'm having some psy- 
chological problems 
□ 3. Grovel 
□ 4. Engage her in a heated discussion 
of the diversity requirement 
H 5. Take notes and admire her skirt 
D 6. Blow smoke in her face 
Scoring: The number of each answer (1-6) 
corresponds to a specific type of Mawrter, 
respectively: Bi-college (1), Isolationist (2), 
Dropout (3), Politician (4), Sycophant (5) 
and Coolissimo (6). To score yourself, add 
up all the points to the right of each 
number. Your highest total will suggest 
the type of Mawrter you are. If you score 
about the same in each category, then you 
are a well-rounded person; however, our 
research indie tats that most people score 
considerably higher in one or two 
categories than in the others. Good luck. 
The Bi-college. You are a healthy, normal 
person. Your behavior is typical of college 
students across the country. You most like- 
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Insidious stereotypes named, rejected 
BY ANONYMOUS '90 
/V friend of mine handed me the Col- 
lege News flyer the other day, and said, 
here, I think you might have some in- 
teresting things to say about this. I thought 
about it, and decided that are in fact a few 
things I could share about my experience 
in this community. 
I divide my time fairly equally between 
Bryn Mawr and Haverford, and I have 
heard various feelings coming from the 
three groups: Haverford women, Bryn 
Mawr women and Haverford men. But 
when talking to people, I try to defend 
each agaist unfair stereotypes that we all 
engage in perpetuating. 
Bryn Mawr women say Haverford men 
are all the same, and all boring, bourgeois, 
and rude, while in the same breath com- 
plain about the stereotypes that are im- 
posed upon them. I don't need to go into 
these stereotypes attached to us—we've 
all heard them, and know where they 
should be put. But every time I feel as if 
have personally managed to avoid being 
labelled, a friend who goes to Haverford 
will say to me with the best intentions, 
"You're really a 'Ford'at heart!" Nothing 
irritates me more than that little com- 
ment, not only because I am a Bryn 
Mawrter "at heart" (meaning I chose to 
come to Bryn Mawr and not Haverford), 
but because I feel as if I am somehow be- 
ing congratulated for being "normal." 
And that brings me to my perpetual 
soapbox: the viability of a women's col- 
lege. I have learned and experienced more 
form the atmosphere and people here 
than I think I would have at a "normal" 
school. I haven't found any women at 
Haverford who understand why I prefer 
to be a Bryn mawr woman, and I certain- 
ly haven't found any men at Haverford 
who honestly respect Bryn Mawr. It 
receives such epithets such as "un- 
healthy", "morbid", and "not valid 
preparation for the real world'' and even 
"almost all women are unhappy at Bryn 
Mawr'' except of course, the ones who get 
along with Haverford. It especially galls 
me when men who have no idea what 
they are judging, who have never spent 
any time in a back smoker (which is 
understandable—they'd be like fish out of 
water!) devalue our sisterhood. 
I guess what I am waiting to hear is that, 
no, as men, we can't understand your ex- 
periences together, but we see them as 
valuable. Bryn Mawr women are not 
' 'weird" or' 'abnormal", and just because 
we go to single-sex college for four years 
doesn't mean we can't live just fine in a 
co-ed world! 9 
Men, what men? There are no men here at BMC 
BY THIDA CORNES 
W hen I was thinking about where to 
go to college, I applied to Bryn Mawr, 
despite the fact it was a women's college. 
I looked at the admissions office 1 i teratu re, 
and there was a man in every picture (they 
must have imported them special from 
Alaska). So I thought in a vague way, sure 
there must be lots of men. 
When I wenufanre for Accepted Students 
Day, I interacted mainly with women, but 
the person whom I was staying with was 
going to a frat party at Penn. The women 
I met were brilliant and vivacious, and I 
wanted to be like them, and some of them 
went on about how it was a women's col- 
lege, but it didn't connect. Then I came 
here, and after a month, it hit me there 
were no men here. I could count on my 
fingers how many male friends I had here. 
In high school, more than half my friends 
were male. I was in shock. There are no 
men. 
What's a heterosexual woman to do? 
Sometimes I felt bereft. I tried a Penn frat 
party. That put me off men for a week. I 
took classes at Haverford, and began 
discovering the phenomenon of the' Ford. 
Don't get me wrong, it's not that I don't 
like Haverford. I took 3 out of 4 classes 
there. However, I've found that you don't 
actually meet people in classes. If you 
know someone slightly from somewhere 
else, you may become friends. I was 
basically told there are 5 basic types of 
male Fords. 
1. Drunken freshman: usually found in 
Lloyd or Drinker. They have just 
discovered alcohol. 
2. The paranoid android: This Ford is 
fairly innocuous, but it spends half his 
time whining about how awful his life 
is, and the other half complaining how 
no woman is interested in him. 
3. Mr. Liberal Tolerant Ford: He's P.C.; 
he's for feminism, no nukes, and save 
the whales. He spends hours discuss- 
ing the Honor Code. "We all live in 
a community where everyone is en- 
titled to his/her own viewpoint (as 
long as it's mine). I respect women, 
and I prefer women who are intellec- 
tuals like me (but there are tew men 
like me, esepcially with the 3:1 ratio, 
and don'11 know it! Better stand in line 
to meet me. I am a liberal, hear me 
roar!). 9 
ly are in control of yourself and have a 
clear idea of what you want to do in the 
future. You are in the majority. This is one 
of your main strengths. 
The Isolationist. You are an intelligent, 
albeit neurotic woman. Much of the time 
you feel alientated from the college com- 
munity. Your most intense relationship is 
with Bryn Mawr. 
The Dropout. You are similar to the isola- 
tionist in your feelings of alienation, but 
this is aggravated by your extreme 
laziness. You feel helpless and put upon, 
often asking yourself what you did to 
deserve this. Don't worry: you are not a 
failure, nor are you incredibly stupid. 
You're just lazy, that's all. 
The Politician. You are an aggressive per- 
son, active in student government. You are 
a leader. For the most part, you feel guil- 
ty, angry or smug, or any combination ot 
the three. If you feel guilty, it is because 
you are white and in college and therefore 
involuntarily perpetuating the existing 
social structure; if you are angry, it is 
because you're fighting a losing battle; if 
you are smug, it's because you are moral- 
ly superior. 
The Sycophant. You want to be the facul- 
ty and administration of Bryn Mawr. You 
worship them. Or, as you probably refer 
to them, Them. Before doing anything, 
you ask yourself two questions: Would 
Sandra Berwind do this?; and Would I do 
this if Sandra Berwind were here? 
The Coolissimo. You are almost too cool 
for your own good. Your clothes rarely 
stray from the earth-toned and Indian- 
printed. You are Bored. 9 
"THREE GIRLS FOR EVERY MAN"?! 
4. Mr. Conversative Ford: These Fords 
are definitely a minority. Some claim 
that as well as combating racism, 
classism, and sexism, we should be 
concerned with the deadly problem 
of conservatism. If anything, they are 
more pompous and arrogant, but at 
least they're more honest about it. 
5. Mr. Bryn Mawr: He's PC even when 
nobody's looking. Unfortunately for 
me, he's either attached or asexual. 
As with all stereotypes, they seem in- 
itially true. I've never known enough male 
Fords well enough to know. I don't think 
these stereotypes have been a barrier to 
making male friendships. The real barrier 
is that I never feel entirely comfortable 
at Haverford. Haverford is not home in 
the way that Bryn Mawr is. It's not just 
that I recognize many faces at Bryn Mawr, 
but I feel free to do whatever I want. Free 
to be loud. Free to scream at the top of my 
voice, because I just can't take it anymore. 
Free to play in the rain and splash in 
puddles. 
I work in the computer center, as the 
systems programmer. In high school, I 
was encouraged to program not because 
I was good, but because I was a woman, 
and there are few women in computer 
science. Somehow I thought the men in 
my class knew more about computers 
than I did. They were ever so helpful, and 
in helping me, they made me doubt my 
own ability to do it on my own. Here with 
no men, I discovered that I am good. If I 
can't do something, I have to figure it out 
by myself, or ask another woman. 
Yes, still I do feel the lack of men, and 
I bitch about there being no men. I think 
my friendships with men are often dif- 
ferent than those with women, and there 
are aspects of friendship with males I do 
miss. And yet it's a very small price to pay 
for all I've gained. Someone told me that 
men take up more space than they should. 
So since I have fewer men in my life, I have 
to expand to fill that space. 9 
Miscalculations 
BY ROBIN BERNSTEIN  
"A Ford Speaks ■■ 
Wien I was but a freshman, my 
Imagination ran 
With this oft-whispered lullaby: 
"Three girls for every man!" 
That year, I didn't realize 
The ratio's limitations. 
Adult-er, now, I rhapsodize 
With brand-new calculations. 
This three-to-one of which they speak— 
Pernicious fallacy! 
Observe: my friend's a loser geek, 
So I absorb his three! 
I now have six, but Alan woos 
A Mawrter girl, so he 
Donates the two he doesn't use. 
There now are eight for me! 
And then there's Mark, who on the Kinsey 
Scale scored up a seven. 
And he, with just a spark of whimsey 
Leaves me with — eleven! 
And then —Oh, wow —Mark's lover! 
Three 
Big Cheers! God save the Queen! 
The sum of girls to cover me 
With kisses is fourteen! 
And Chris, an intellectual, 
Writes papers by the ream. 
I'm sure he is asexual. 
Hey, I've got Seventeen! 
And then there's John, who has a nose 
The size of a potato 
Because his chances decompose, 
I've rwenfy ripe tomatoes! 
My roommate has a girl at home 
So he ignores his three 
And that would leave—Ah, oats unsown! 
TUienty-three girls for me! 
A harem! I've a harem! My 
Allotment's twenty-three! 
My former life was barren! I 
Now have a barony! 
"The Mawrter's Reply" 
I saw your calculations, 'Ford. 
If you do not revise, 
We'll wrap your privates up in cord 
And cut you down to size 
You think you are entitled to 
A herd of twenty-three? 
Well, five are Lesbians, so you 
Have eighteen left. Hee hee! 
Of those eighteen, at least six are 
Bisexual, so they've 
A choice superior by far. 
You're down to twelve, my knave! 
And of those twelve, chop off a few— 
In fact, I'd say, count four — 
Who'd rather study than date you. 
You're down to eight, sehor! 
And of those eight, I'd say that four 
Have long-distance romances. 
They' 11 tell you quick where to stuff your 
Incompetent advances. 
The four who're left are het and single. 
Still your lines will fail. 
'Cause three of them don't choose to 
mingle, 
Or depend on males. 
Well, that leaves one, but what if she 
Has one small grain of TASTE? 
Oh, Heavens! Such catastrophe! 
I guess you'll just be chaste! 
If you suppose we Mawrters yearn 
For wham-bam-thank-you-ma'am, sir, 
You've got an awful lot to learn. 
Buzz off. Go date your hamster. 9 
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Trustees meet to consider vital issues Dykes to Watch Out For 
BY MICHON CRAWFORD 
AND JENNIFER SAWYER 
On September 30 and October 1, the 
Ely Room in Wyndham House became the 
setting for the annual meeting of the Bryn 
Mawr Board of Trustees. A nine o'clock 
session conducted by Dean Myers led 
nine trustees through an edited two-hour 
version of the Pluralism Workshop. 
Positive comments about the workshop 
followed in the Student Life Committee. 
A couple of trustees expressed the senti- 
ment that the session "... lets you work 
from what you know and love yourself. 
It gives you a framework to talk to others.'' 
While all admitted that the workshops 
were a step in the right direction, the need 
for further work was not lost. Several stu- 
dent representatives commented that the 
workshops had not gone far enough in 
their coverage of the six issues presented. 
They stressed the want for more com- 
prehensive follow-ups that would give an 
in-depth analy 1 sis of the pluralism items. 
One member of the Minority Coalition 
presented the concerns of several women 
of color, stating the feeling that the 
workshops did not particularly address 
the needs of these women. Some of the 
alumnae trustees reacted by immediate- 
ly inquiring as to how the workshops 
could be broadened to address student 
concerns. Joyce Miller, Director of 
Minority Affairs, responded with the 
hope that follow up sessions, focusing 
more on the issues of last spring's peti- 
tions, would more adequately fulfill the 
needs of all students. 
One hope that was fulfilled for all 
Trustees came with the news that the 
Alcohol Policy had indeed passed. They 
were especially encouraged that the 
policy was adopted by a substantial 
percentage of the student body voting af- 
firmatively. Suggestions were made to 
Dean Myers that this student-motivated 
accomplishment should be made public, 
as yet another testimony to the unique- 
ness of the Bryn Mawr Self Government 
Association. 
Other SGA matters presented at this 
meeting were the renewed enthusiasm in 
SGA and the recent budgetary concerns 
facing the Assembly. The trustees con- 
curred with the student suggestions that 
considerations to raise Bryn Mawr stu- 
dent fees and new proposals for fundrais- 
ing would be in order. 
The board meeting itself took place 
Saturday morning and covered a wide 
range of topics. Statistics on the Freshman 
class were given by Admissions Director, 
Elizabeth Vermey. Our Freshmen class 
standsat 337 women, with 19% American 
Minorities, 9.5 % foreign and dual citizen- 
ship, and a total of 24% persons of color. 
Financial reporting began with the 
coverage of grants and general funds 
given to the College. The two most 
outstanding monetary contributions were 
the J.N. Pew, Jr. Charitable Trust ($200,000 
for minority programs) and the TVustees 
Initiative Fund ($50,000 for staff develop- 
ment and student groups associated with 
pluralism issues). The plan for these two 
gifts is that they will be allocated to cover 
these concerns for the next three years. 
Groups wishing to utilize this funding 
should send proposals to Dean Myers or 
Joyce Miller who are reviewing all ap- 
plications for money from these sources. 
To ensure continued financial 
resources, the College's next large fun- 
draising campaign is beginning soon. 
Work done before the commencement of 
this effort will involve wide consultation 
on the targets and priorities of the College. 
Financial equilibrium is an ongoing prior- 
ity. Fortunately, various committee 
reports state that we are on track in terms 
of our commitment to this financial area. 
Nine million dollars has been dividedbe- 
tween the true and quasiendowments. 
Continued efforts on campus renovation 
are being attended to, such as: the dor- 
mitory fire alarms, student storage space, 
and the plan to look at possible student 
rooms to be added to Pembroke East. 
The final major agenda item was the 
report of the Middle States Review Com- 
mittee. Particular attention was paid to the 
College's mission statement and what that 
should include. As a result, it will be 
reworded to reflect some specific points 
that the Trustees felt should be highlighted 
(being a women's college, and our Quaker 
heritage). 
The next board meeting is December 
23, and the student representatives would 
greatly appreciate any concerns or com- 
ments that students feel should be com- 
municated to the Trustees. They are 
Michon L. Crawford (BoxC957) and Jen- 
nifer J. Sawyer (Box C237). 9 
Pro-choicers stave off complacency 
continued from page 7 
funding). Seeing this judgement put into 
government policy shows just how big the 
threat to abortion rights is. 
Depressing as this picture is, women 
working through NARAL are constantly 
acting to preserve our right to safe and 
legal abortions. One important part of this 
is the escort service provided at clinics 
where abortions are performed. Escorts 
are volunteers who are available at the 
clinics to accompany women arriving for 
abortion procedures. They are there to 
walk in with the women, talk to them, and 
to be generally reassuring. This provides 
a necessary support against the verbal at- 
tacks of anti-choice protestors who are 
always outside the clinic (on the far side 
of legal barricades). 
This semester Elaine Roth and April 
Rob have organized Bryn Mawr students 
to escort about once a month at the North- 
east Women's Center in Philadelphia. 
During the meeting Lauren Townsend 
warned that escorting can be exhausting, 
saying that most of us will probably have 
never before experienced having people 
yell and scream at us in this way- 
protestors are frequently very abusive. 
April Rob, who has been involved in escor- 
ting in the past, commented on how much 
the rights of the protestors fluctuate: 
' 'When you think that abortion has been 
legal for 15 years, and the rights (of the 
women getting abortions) are still so 
tenuous—in the three years that I've been 
escorting there have been times when the 
protestors have had more access to the 
women than we (the escorts) did." 
There is also an education and train- 
ing arm of the Pennsylvania pro-choice 
movement—the Clara Bell Duvall Educa- 
tion Fund. This fund was set up by the 
daughter of Clara Bell Duvall, in memory 
of her mother, who died from an infec- 
tion caused by a self-induced abortion. 
The fund is used to educate pro-choicers 
to be skilled and effective in their work 
for abortion rights. This education in- 
cludes training women as escorts, and 
conducting workshops in public speak- 
ing, legislative skills, and political skills. 
All of these workshops are free and open 
to the public, and will in the future be 
publicized at Bryn Mawr. Townsend em- 
phasized the importance of participation 
in such workshops, and in the other op- 
portunities for action, pointing out that 
there is now a whole generation who 
never knew the time before Roe vs. Wade. 
This makes it especially important for us 
to guard against the complacency that can 
occur when we take the right to a safe and 
legal abortion for granted. 9 
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Dear Ms. Hank, 
I am deeply disturbed by recent 
comments made by President 
McPherson. Rumour has it she stated 
that "female college students coming 
along aren't good at money and respon- 
sibility." What can it possibly mean for 
our Goddess to claim that "women 
have a cookie jar mentality still; they 
don't understand about the allocation 
of money "? Have we reached a crisis in 
our identity as a woman's college? Has 
the institution failed us or have we 
failed the institution? Please share 
with me your often sought wisdom- 
Frightened of the Possibilities. 
Dear Frightened, 
Bryn Mawr College was founded on prin- 
ciples of feminism, of women's strength, 
perhaps best typifed by M. Carey Thomas—a 
strong Bryn Mawr President who articulated 
for Bryn Mawr an explicity feminist outlook 
(albeit problematic in its white, upper class 
basis) — a woman who undertook the 'mak- 
ing of feminists' out of the members of the 
University. 
Since the days ofM. Carey and Katherine 
McBride, however, our leadership has gone 
astray: Our own dear president (yep, good 'ole 
M.P.McP) did indeed very recently comment 
upon the "fuzzy headed(ness)" of today's 
women in regards to money, lb put it bluntly, 
she claimed that "women are more mingey 
on money than men." "What?!"you exclaim, 
"and she a Smith Girl!!!" 
Well, I'm sorry to be forced to inform you, 
but perhaps it is better that I uncover the long- 
rumoured, oft-quieted horror of Bryn Mawr: 
an imposter exists within our midst; and she's 
no Smith Girl at all. While we have always 
prided ourselves on having female role models 
in respected, pwerful positions within this 
community, suddenly, it becomes clear that 
a member of the male sex occupies the highest 
of high positions. Why else would [s?)he 
remark with blissful smugness on the wonder- 
ful way in which "men build (annual alum- 
naeli giving) into their thought patterns"? Why 
else would slhe choose the office in the only 
phallic structure on campus—the bell tower 
of Taylor Hall? 
Have you ever noted the striking 
resemblance between PatMcP. and one very 
tall, very blond, male Post-Bacc — known to 
countless students and deans as "the il- 
legitimate son". This was used commonly to 
refer to the notion that he is Pat's illegitimate 
son. Now, however, it becomes clear that they 
are, in fact, the same person!!! Have you ever 
seen them together?. Heard the Post-Bacc 
even, on more than one occasion, use the word 
"cheers"? 
Dressing up like a woman has allowed 
her/him to infiltrate the feminist revolution, 
and to manipulate the beliefs of unsuspecting 
adoring Mawrters. And why does sfhe occa- 
sionally suit up in the pants to which he is so 
accustomed? The reason for this exterior, in- 
ferior shell is that he needs relief from all the 
women in Taylor, he needs a little male bon- 
ding every once in a while. Dressing down as 
a Post-Bacc enables this sly president to check 
up on the science faculty, mingle with the 
wealthy Post-Baccs, strike up a pseudo 
residence/apartment in Betty Vermey's house, 
and fraternize with the women! 
Next time you shout "Death to the Patriar- 
chy" at the end of an Anassa Kata Kalo Kale 
— think of the implications. 
In Sisterhood, 
Ms. Hank 
Editor'sNote: TheCollege News accepts Ms. 
Hank submissions from any women in the 
Bryn Mawr community. 9 
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hUcmtCOLOR 
BYDENISETUGGLE 
Welcome to the premier of In Tech- 
nicolor! In Technicolor is to be a regular col- 
umnm in the College News .It's goals are 
to actively reject the lie called objectivi- 
ty, and to encourage and provoke thought, 
awareness, and discussion on issues and 
perspectives affecting Womyn of Color 
from Womyn of Color's perspectives. Got 
that, so far? In Technicolor is a space for 
Womyn of Color to celebrate their 
cultures and recognize their anger. 
Originally, when I thought of doing a 
regular column I wanted write on arts, 
literature, lectures and film. I still intend 
to do that. However, In Technicolor is open 
to any Womon of Color who wishes to 
write in it. I want it to be safe space. So 
now that you know what In Technicolor 
is let me proceed. 
On Thursday, September 24, Ms. Pat 
Alaki Rosezelle spoke in Stokes 
Auditorium about White Supremacy. I am 
not going to tell you in great detail what 
she said, more than to say that Ms. 
Rosezelle explained what White 
Supremacy is. She spoke about the crip- 
pling effect it had on white people as well 
as on the People of Color, and she gave 
every person in the room, white people 
and People of Color like, suggestions on 
what they could each do personally to 
dismantle White Supremacy. She was 
startingly honest, unapologetic and lov- 
ing. For a more detailed understanding 
you would have to have seen her in action. 
What I am concerned with in this arti- 
cle, though, is the audience. Stokes was 
not filled to overflowing with interested 
bicollege students; I would think it should 
be if the students of these two colleges are 
really as liberal as they proport to be. Here 
are some facts: there were 107 students 
present for her lecture. 42 (39%) of them 
were/are of color. Now, I don't know what 
the exact proportion of the entire bicollege 
student body is of color, but I do know that 
it is not 39%! What these numbers tell us 
is that there is disproprotionate number 
of people of color who are very concerned 
about/interested in present day white 
supremacy. 
Isnt' it peculiar that only 65 white 
students out of the entire bicollege com- 
munity showed up to this lecture, and 
only 23 of them where white men? Only 
23 white men overcame the excuses of the 
busy college student to come to a lecture 
on white supremacy. Bravo to the few who, 
for whatever reason, did come to the 
lecture. 
There was only one white faculty 
member present. Out of all the white 
faculty at both colleges, only this one Bryn 
Mawr administrator was both interested 
enough and together enough to actually 
show up to the lecture. 
The above is only one example show- 
ing that in reality, there are relatively very 
few white people who take the opportuni- 
ty to put into action the idea of dealing 
with Racism and White Supremacy, when 
such an opportunity is offered. Before the 
reader gets too defensive, try this test 
three or four times. Go to an event 
specifically about confronting privilege 
and/or about people of color's culture(s), 
and just count who shows up While this 
pattern is not repeated all of the time, it 
is true more often than not that the same 
results will appear. 
Another test you can do is count who 
leaves early. This is a test of how dedicated 
the people are to dealing. For example, at 
Ms. Rosezelle's lecture, over a third (35%) 
of the white men left early and a little 
under a third (29%) of the white womyn 
left early, while only 14% of the People 
of Color left early. The excuses of the busy 
student do work here, because all students 
at Bryn Mawr and Haverford are busy. If 
it were simply a problem of the demands 
made of students then these percentages 
should have been equal. Warning: this test 
cannot be used with all events. It does not 
work well with events whose primarly 
purpose is to entertain because everyone 
likes to be entertained! 
I believe that change is possible, and I 
will cheer when the time comes that these 
tests consistently bear different results. 9 
Dates Women Make 
Thursday, October 13 
Friday, October 14 
Writing Clinic, 7-10 pm, Thomas 251 
COLOR meeting, 8:30-9:30 pm, CCC 210 
Residence Council, 8:30-10 pm, CCC 200 
Homosexuali-tea, 9 pm, CCC BGALA Lounge 
(Women's Center) 
Anthropology Coloquium: "Distributional 
and Symbolic Aspects of Prehistoric Irish 
Petoglyphs," 2-4 pm, Dalton 101A 
FALL BREAK!! (begins after last class) 
Wednesday, October 19      Break over, classes resume 
Thursday, October 20 
Saturday, October 22 
Sunday, October 23 
Monday, October 24 
Women Writers at Bryn Mawr: Mary Oliver, 
1:15 pm, CCC 105 
Writing Clinic, 7-10 pm, Thomas 251 
Residence Council, 8:30-10 pm, CCC 200 
Writing Clinic, 2-5 pm, Thomas 251 
SGA, 7 pm, CCC 105 
Amnesty meeting, 8:30 pm, CCC 210 
IF YOU WOULD LIKE ANYTHING INCLUDED IN DATES WOMEN MAKE, 
SEND MEETING TIME TO C-1716, THE COLLEGE NEWS 
—Compiled by Rachel Perlman 
A short course in Bryn Mawr history 
BY SARAH MC BRIDE 
JViany rumors float around Bryn 
Mawr about "the good old days" way 
before our time when students had maids 
and there were no rules against putting 
thumbtacks in the walls. This type of 
lifestyle seemed to warrant an investiga- 
tion and perseverance has led to the un- 
covering of some interesting morsels. 
For a start, local gossip had it that Joseph 
Taylor's, motives in founding the college 
lacked the purity many would wish. Ap- 
parently, Taylor had hoped to marry a girl 
from his hometown in New Jersey. But 
' 'after his graduation from college, it was 
found that he had so intellectually 
outgrown his sweetheart who had kept at 
home, that congenial companionship was 
no longer possible for them..."' This 
disappointment led Taylor to found a col- 
lege where women could learn enough to 
be able to converse intelligently with their 
husbands over the dinner table. 
After committing himself to such a no- 
ble endeavor, clearly designed to free 
women from the shackles of male 
domination, Taylor had to find a spot to 
build his college. He searched hard for the 
perfect location and finally found a very 
advantageous plot of land on the 
Philadelphia Main Line. Unfortunately, 
(or luckily, depending on your vantage 
point) he had to reject it "because of its 
nearness to the railway station used by the 
students of neighboring college of Haver- 
ford." He found another tract of land a 
mile distant where his students could use 
the Bryn Mawr train station, and thus our 
college was born. Doubtless many 
students appreciate the foresight and 
shrewdness Dr. Taylor showed in saving 
us from the myriad dangers of the Haver- 
ford SEPTA stop. 
After purchasing the land in Bryn 
Mawr, which was then out in farm coun- 
try, Taylor got on with rounding up some 
trustees and finding people to construct 
Taylor and Merion Halls. Sadly, he died 
before the buildings' completions and the 
college's opening in 1885. 
For the first year, the college had only 
thirty six students, but they were bright. 
Admissions requirements then make 
todays look like falling off a log. The 
students sat three days of examinations 
in arithmetic, English, geometry, algebra, 
Greek, science, Latin, French, German, 
and history. For the last exam, they had 
a choice between solid geometry and 
trigonometry. A thoughtful stress- 
relieving concession. 
Once they arrived, life didn't become 
any easier. To graduate, students needed 
two "minor" programs (philosophy and 
science, or philosophy, history and scie- 
nce), two major programs (various com- 
binations of the humanities, social 
sciences, and natural sciences), three free 
electives, a reading knowledge of German 
and French, and some knowledge of Latin 
and Greek. However, math was a non- 
required free elective. (But not for long!) 
The following excerpt from Bryn 
Mawr's then-newspaper, The Fortnightly 
Philistine, of April 11,1895, will testify to 
the dedication of the students. 
' "The lights were out at ten p.m., the 
continued on page 12 
VIOLEh 
CISIONS 
AND 
IRECTIONS 
Ihe organizers of the Ending Cam- 
pus Violence conference are looking for 
student volunteer help on the days of the 
conference running registration tables, 
answering phones, etc. Anyone interested 
should call Loretta Miller at 898-7756. 
The Faculty Committee on Feminism 
and Gender Studies would be happy to 
sponsor a Bryn Mawr student's atten- 
dance at the conference as part of the 
Committee's support for student 
research. Interested students should 
submit to Patrice DiQuinzio a short (no 
more than one page) statement of how this 
would be related to their research in- 
terests or current projects related to the 
issue of women and violence. The Com- 
mittee will select the most appropriate 
project for suppport. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27 
4:30-6:30       Registration 
7:00-10:00    Guest Speaker: Angela 
Y. Davis. Reception & 
Book Autographing 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28 
8:00-9:00      Registration 
9:00-10:30    Plenary Panel 
"Bias-Related Issues 
on Campus" 
11:00-12:00   Concurrent Workshops 
A 
12:30-2:15     Luncheon & 
Entertainment 
2:30-4:00       Concurrent Workshops 
B 
4:30-6:00       Concurrent Workshops 
C 
6:00-7:30       Open cash bar 
8:00 Holly Near Concert 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29 
8:30-9:00      Registration 
9:00-10:15     Concurrent Workshops 
D 
10:30-12:00  Panel Presentation & 
Closing 
"Perspectives on 
Strategies" 
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Doctorow provides education as well as entertainment 
BY JULIE PARK 
v_yritically accaimed and bestselling 
novelist E.L. Doctorow came to Goodhart 
hall on the twenty-ninth of September to 
give a reading of his forthcoming novel, 
Billy Bathgate. 
Best known for his 1975 novel Ragtime, 
Doctorow is identified as a leading voice 
of comtemporary fiction. Readers have 
been enthralled by his works written in 
this decade, such as Loon Lake, Lives of the 
Poets, and World's Fair. Earlier works such 
as The Book of Daniel and Ragtime are still 
widely read. 
Billy Bathgate, to be published in the 
spring, is typical of Doctorow's previous 
works in that the hero's life is traced back 
to and shaped by his boyhood experience 
in the Bronx. World's Fair and The Book 
of Daniel are works that share the theme 
of boyhoods in the_Bronx^_Yet^^Bf//y 
Rare books exhibition 
An exhibition in the Rare Book 
Room entitled 'Over There,' featuring 
manuscripts, posters, notebooks, diaries, 
and photographs of World War I opens on 
Thursday, October 12, at 3:30 PM with a 
talk by Wayne Batcheler, a collector of 
World War I poetry and a member of the 
Grolier Club, in the Canada Library Foyer. 
The exhibition includes caricatures, car- 
toons, American popular music, contribu- 
tions of women and Bryn Mawr College 
to the war effort, photographs and 
children's wartime entertainment. 
Following Mr. Batcheler's address, the 
Phyllis Goodhart Gordon Award for ex- 
traordinary and enduring contributions 
to the Library will be presented to Dr. and 
Mrs. Frederick E. Maser. Call 5265272 for 
more information. 9 
Bathgate is different in that the hero (of 
the same name as the title), "likes what 
is desreputable." 
Doctorow read two scenes, from the 
beginning of the novel, in which fifteen 
year old Billy is the narrator. The time is 
the 1930s. Billy juggles in the streets and 
is obsessed with the thought of meeting 
and hooking up with the notorious 
gangster, Duck Shultze. Doctorow's 
reading of the two scenes gave assurance 
that his next novel will be full of beautiful- 
ly written sentences. Some snippets of 
them are: "like a beatific boy angel in 
adoration of his lord," "when I realized 
that I was listening to the great gangster 
of my dreams,'' and' 'a quick dazzle in my 
eyes, like Mr. Shultze's hands." The sen- 
tences are full of gentle and self-effacing 
humour as well as incisive images. 
In the question and answer session after 
his reading, Doctorow graciously enter- 
tained questions about his work and 
motives for writing. The session in itself 
was a learning experience for those in- 
terested in the writer's life and for those 
who want to write. 
Doctorow explained that the historical 
research that he did for Billy Bathgate 
came from looking at photographs. The 
success in basing a novel on such research 
is documented in Ragtime: Doctorow had 
used historical photographs for the basis 
of forming his characters in writing that 
novel as well. He came up with the 
gangster character Duck Shultze through 
looking in a criminology book. "I got in- 
terested in Duck Shultze because I saw his 
face. He has an incredible face. That was 
my research. So, that's the way it goes. 
•'' •-.. 
Po UOOL ha« LEISURE hwe 7   ¥ 
Vc r 
> ru KEW>? 
1?EAD in  KAoux   LEISURE ^me? u. 
If MOU  can  answer VE5  to all fhrec 
of  these Questions, "BrynMa^r hfOiO 
UJants 4o  kooto rv,0re   a\oouJ you and uoour 
books.   Call  Susan Scott (X5I3<O) &r farter \rx\o 
A writer's introspection: does 'siblinghood' exist? 
BY ELIZA RANDALL 
Pi. journey fraught with perils." The 
phrase sticks in my mind when I think of 
the agony and despair that accompanies 
writing. E.L. Doctorow put his finger right 
on it as he sat in our Contemporary Fic- 
tion class for an impromptu session the 
Friday after his reading. 
Although he was not an extroverted 
speaker, with a bit of prodding he spoke 
Archaeology show 
Ihe Bryn Mawr College Department 
of Archaeology presents an exhibition en- 
titled WORKING IN THE LION'S LAIR- 
THENEMEA VALLEY ARCHAEOLOG- 
ICAL PROJECT 1984-1988, from October 
7 through October 23 in the Centennial 
Campus Center Gallery. Curated by Pro- 
fessor James Wright, this show of the 
multidisciplinary activities at the Col- 
lege's archaeological project in Nemea, 
Greece, includes photographs by Taylor 
Dabney. 
The exhibition opens with a reception 
on Friday, October 7 from 7:00 9:00 PM 
and is open to the public daily from noon 
to 6:00 PM. Call 526-5210 for more infor- 
mation, 9:00 AM 2:00 PM. 9 
a little to us of his experiences as a writer. 
Working every day, he said, was "Total 
chaos." Often, he will start with images, 
thoughts, or perhaps "only a sense of 
rhythm". But the writing persists until 
"you find you're speaking in a voice." I 
could identify with this man before me. 
He was talking of an experience (that I 
believe) all writers share. But,' 'until you 
find that voice.." ay, there's the rub (to 
recall another author). 
Writing can be tortuous, an agony few 
can bear. But for many, despite the pain 
it causes them, it is what they feel they 
must do. The praise or appreciation, no 
matter how miniscule, of a reader is 
rewarding enough. Even the unrealized 
potential for a response can be the 
satisfaction a writer needs. I have had 
great difficulty with the concept. To ex- 
ist, dependent upon the reactions of 
others a friend, your agent, or with luck, 
a publishing house is unstable to say the 
least. 
What then is it that calls men and 
women to the evervulnerable pen and 
paper? Hours, days, weeks, even years 
before they reach completion. Inter- 
minable agony alternating with those 
brief respites of ecstasy. An acceptance 
letter from a magazine, a good grade- 
Why do we torture ourselves so? 
I had to ask Doctorow how he ever 
finished a book given the continuous flow 
of words he was describing to us. It 
seemed to me an infinitely difficult task. 
' 'Language precedes the intention,'' he ex- 
plained. Eventually you "realize your 
premises" and then the writer must 
"make good on them." He then began to 
describe the dichotomized personality of 
what I perceived as a true writer. The 
ability to create, and then to remove one's 
investment in this piece, to perform the 
cerebral, editorial function necessary to 
shape the work. My filmmaking teacher 
called this in our editing lecture, "Killing 
our babies." Learing to kill or just retire 
from the immediate work, even the most 
inspired line, because it simple does not 
work, within the whole context. Murder 
some cannot bear. 
There, I believe, lies the ultimate deter- 
minant of one's abi 1 i t y as a writer, or film- 
maker, or in any artistic, creative 
endeavor. Superfluous material can 
destroy as effectively as too little material. 
It is difficult then to keep from falling in- 
to the role of self-censor, and in effect, sti- 
fle, your own creative potential. Creative 
people ride this very fine line between 
these extremes and it is not a steady wire 
for such a balancing act. To recognize our 
siblings in this endeavor is an empower- 
ing realization: We are not alone. Brothers 
and sisters everywhere toil over the keys 
of their typewriters, or if they're lucky, 
the word processor. Not physically 
united, we at least support one another 
in spirit. Competition amongst us cannot 
break this fundamental bond. We are 
therefore strengthened in our solitude 
with this-knowledge of our universal 
struggle. We continue to write on.     9 
Look at pictures." 
In person, Doctorow is a gently, self- 
assured man who speaks in measured 
sentences. His serious countenance is 
dispelled by the pithy humour of his 
sentences. He clearly has the air of so- 
meone who is deep-rooted in his profes- 
sion as a writer, and who talks to students 
in conference as a onetime teacher could. 
Doctorow has taught creative writing at 
Sarah Lawrence and the University of 
California at Irvine. 
Doctorow's committment to and belief 
in the power of writing is encapsulated 
in his delightful answer to a question of 
his experience in seeing Ragtime made in- 
to a movie.' 'It was horrible. A terrible ex- 
perience. Films have their feet in clay. 
Everyone feels that films can do 
everything. Books can do everything. If 
I wanted it to rain, and I wanted to show 
you what the rain was like, I'd write the 
word 'rain'... If Mils Forman wanted it to 
rain, he'd have to drag in his film tech- 
nician crew and spend $20,000." 9 
Poetry contest 
i\ trip to Hawaii for two is the new 
Grand Prize prize in the American Poetry 
Association's latest poetry contest. There 
is also a $1,000 First Prize. In all, 152 poets 
will win $11,000 worth of prizes. Contest 
entry is free. 
Poets may send up to five poems, no 
more than 20 lines each, with name and 
address on each page to American Poetry 
Association, Dept. CN-74,250 A Potrero 
Street, P.O. Box 1803, Santa Cruz, CA 
95061. 
Poems are judged on originality and 
sincerity. Every poem is also considered 
for publication. 
In the last six years the American Poetry 
Association has sponsored 27 contests and 
awarded $ 101,000 to 2,700 winning poets. 
Poems postmarked by December 31 are 
eligible to win. Prizes will be awarded by 
February 28, 1989. 9 
Nothing changes 
continued from page 12 
hall lights that is, not the individual 
ones. They burned brightly for some 
hours longer. At one o'clock in one 
suite there was great confusion. Books 
lay strewn around the floor and the 
tea-kettle was on the table... a toaster 
thrown carelessly on a chair and the 
remains of a loaf of bread on the 
table.. .On opposite sides of the room 
at their respective desks sat the oc- 
cupants of the disorderly apartment. 
They were writing furiously, only 
stopping now and then to consult 
books large and small—those books 
which were strewn on the floor. 
"Seventeen pages done!" cries 
one...The little clock on the mantle- 
piece chimed hours and half-hours 
one after another until at last the girls 
stopped and with the joyful exclama- 
tion, ' 'Finished at last, thank Heaven,'' 
signed their names on the outside 
sheet. It was six o'clock in the morn- 
ing." 
Some things never change. 
The writer wishes to thank the staff of the 
Archives, especially Caroline Rittenhouse, 
for help in writing this article 9 
•1/8/1892, "Bryn Mm College", Jane Hopkins 
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Kearney wields his English with an Irish flair 
BY JEANNE M1NAH AN 
Agus e ina sheasamh ansin.. . 
As he stood in front of us. . . 
And him standing there. . . 
.translation, from any language, is a 
risky business. If you asked an Irish stu- 
dent for a paper translation of the first 
phrase, from the Irish (or Gaelic as North 
Americans call it), to Standard English, 
you'd hear the second phrase. Ask the 
same student to translate the Irish words 
"for meaning," and you would probably 
be told "and him standing there." The 
translation of Irish into Irish, or rather 
"Anglo-Irish" (or "Hiberno-English") has 
its own set of rules which seem to be more 
deeply embedded in history, plitics, 
religion and culture than they are in syn- 
tax and semantics. 
Dr. Colbert Kearney of the University 
College Cork, Ireland, visited Bryn Mawr 
3-4 October to discuss, among other sub- 
jects, the Gaelic influence on Anglo-Irish 
literature. Kearney's areas of expertise are 
Anglo-Irish literature, Shakespearean and 
Elizabethan drama, and 19th century 
English poetry. He is the author of The 
Writings of Brendan Behan, as well as 
numerous scholarly articles on Yeats, 
Joyce, Behan, and O'Casey among others. 
Kearney's background, as a bilingual 
speaker of Irish and English, with an 
undergraduate degree from University 
College Dublin a PhD from King's College 
Cambridge, and a mild Dublin accent, 
demonstrate the mixed linguistic heritage 
shared by most natives of Ireland. 
Sponsored by Dr. Andrew and Barbara 
Carlsen (parents of Andrea Carlsen, '90), 
Kearney delivered a public lecture Mon- 
day and led an informal seminar Tuesday 
with two faculty members and five 
graduate students. Tuesday's discussion 
centered on "The Humours of Ulysses" 
while the public lecture was an overview 
of the development of Anglo-Irish in both 
vernacular speech and literature. Ap- 
parently, Kearney was prepared to give a 
series of lectures with increasing specifici- 
ty and depth on Anglo-Irsh writers, 
however, his topic was limited to an in- 
troduction of the historical and cultural 
cross-over of Irish into English. 
Kearney identified Ireland as a land sub- 
ject to invasions for over 800 years. Most 
newcomers, prior to the 17th Century, 
after raping, pillaging, and plundering the 
land, grew rather fond of it and adapted 
the culture and the language of the Celts. 
Hence, Viking and Norman invaders ac- 
climated, intermarried and settled with 
the Irish natives. As history has 
demonstrated, however, the invasions of 
the United Kingdom never resulted in 
peaceful co-habitation or the adaptation 
of the Irish language, religion and 
customs. The potency of the British in- 
fluence and rule is obvious; by the 1800' s 
most of the population had moved from 
speaking Irish to speaking English. 
The extraordinary change of an entire 
population from a nati /e tongue to a 
foreign one, has not been vithout its com- 
plications, tragedies and benefits. 
Kearney's lecture presented an outline of 
the tragic loss of a language. Ironically, the 
migration of Gaelic into English has been 
a great boon to literature. According to 
Kearney, the use of language is a very 
serious business in Ireland. Language, for 
the Irish, is a key to identity, and a weapon 
for defense or murder of that identity. In 
his description of satire, for instance, 
Kearney said, "there's documented, 
scientific evidence that people have died 
as the result of having a satire written 
against them. You may not believe this, 
but if you don't, I assure you it's a short- 
coming in yourself. For you see, the Irish 
have always said, sticks and stones will 
only break your bones, but what really 
does the damage is language." 
Kearney described the problematic ter- 
minology in current scholarship of Irish 
literature written in English: Anglo-Irish 
(in socio-economic studies and in the ever 
present memory of unhappier times) 
generally refers to that class of landed gen- 
try, landlords, from Great Britain, who 
owned "the big house" which the Irish 
servbed and laboured under. Hiberno- 
English likewise carries connotations in 
linguistic and cultural studies. As part of 
his historical outline, Kearney identified 
four phases of Irish history in relation to 
British rule: Colonial, Transitional, 
Revolutionary and Post-Colonial. Kearney 
then located Irish writers in each of the 
phases, showing the Gaelic influence, 
shunned or welcomed, as it appeared in 
their works. Jonathan Swift is the 
"hardest case," according to Kearney, 
while even a writer like Joyce who "got 
out of the place as soon as possible" and 
"who knew very little Irish," was pro- 
foundly formed by and attuned to, things 
Irish. 
Given the varying degrees of interest 
and knowledge of the audience (many of 
whom expected to hear a lecture about 
Joyce due to misprinted signs), the over- 
view of Irish literary history was 
necessary precursor for further analysis 
of linguistic and textual proof of Kearney's 
thesis. 
Kearney's examples of the visible and 
audible Gaelic influence were chosen 
from the writings of Swift, Edgeworth, 
Wilde, Yeats, Joyce, Synge, O'Casey, 
Behan and Heaney. The references and 
recitations of lines from the works cited 
proved to be an intriguing case-study of 
how the Irish view their own literature. 
At times, Kearney himself seemed 
restrained by the English he spoke (tak- 
ing care to Americanize the "foreign" 
phrases in his speech) and the subject of 
his essay. On a number of occasions, sar- 
donic references to Mrs. Thatcher's 
government, the North, Derry, and 
literary anecdotes were elbowed away 
from the central consideration with the 
phrase,' 'but that's another lecture.'' The 
comic possibilities of these "other lec- 
tures" was a healthy injection of humour 
and diversion, while of course, Kearney's 
manner demonstrated the way in which 
his own wielding of English is all Irish. 
Editor's Note: Jeanne Minahan studied 
with Colbert Kearney at the University Col- 
lege Cork from 1983-85, where she received 
a Masters in Anglo-Irish literature. She is 
currently a Ph.D. candidate at Bryn Mawr, 
studying in the English Department.      9 
Muchas gracias al Ballet Hispanico: muy bien 
BY STACEY KEMP 
JTlappy to have an evening's respite 
from studying, and eager to take in a per- 
formance promised for weeks by sexy 
posters, students waited in fron of 
Goodhart as early as one hour before cur- 
tain time to see Ballet Hispanic perform. 
Campus and community anticipation of 
this event was clearly high. 
The opening piece, "Monte," which was 
a premiere performance for Ballet 
Hispanico, set mixed ballet and modern 
techniques to music by Mozart. Intend- 
ed to portray the spiritual life of Puerto 
Rican field workers of times past, the 
mood shifted from resignation to playful- 
ness to piousness. Although it lacked the 
polished edges of a much-performed 
piece, the audience truly witnessed "a 
ritual ascending spiral to the wisdom of 
the earth,'' as promised by choreographer 
Michael Alum. Field work movement was 
low, grounded, and sculpted. This struc- 
ture repeatedly dissolved into light- 
hearted tumbling, turning, and lifting, 
which were transformed into worhsip by 
group and individual movement directed 
upward, such as climbing and reaching. 
Group movement and synchronization 
throughout the piece conveyed a strong 
communal bond. 
More concrete than "Monte," the se- 
cond piece,' 'Inez de Castro,'' told the story 
of a love affair between an heir to the 
throne of Portugal, Pedro, and his consort, 
Indez de Castro Unhappy with this love 
affair, Pedro's jealous bride-to-be, the 
Spanish princess Blanca, consigns an 
assassin to murder Inez with the approval 
of Pedro's father, the King of Portugal. The 
structure of the story was characteristic 
of classical ballet, and choreographic style 
was form-fit to the traits of each character. 
Anticipatory, synthesized music accen- 
tuated the passion inherent in such a 
drama. Jose Costas was magnificent as the 
proud King. Confident and polished, he 
spanned the stage with a minimum of 
leaps and proud strides. 
Particularly noteworthy was the pas de 
deux between Pedro and the recently 
murdered Inez. Pedro expressed his 
anguish by dancing to a dirge while cradl- 
ing the body of his dead lover. This re- 
quired hidden physical strength from 
both performers. The ability to successful- 
ly conform to movement demanded by 
the choreography yet maintain the illu- 
sion of death was a technical feat which 
neither performer could have accomplish- 
ed without a strong background in 
classical ballet technique and a familiari- 
ty with less traditional movement. Nan- 
cy Turano, as Inez, did a remarkable job 
of feigning limpness, especially in her 
arms, neck, and legs. She was not just a 
lifeless body for Pedro to cradle. With in- 
credible phsycial control, she impercep- 
tibly moved her body to accomodate 
Pedro's movements and create a graceful 
picture. A stylized, yet highly realistic por- 
trayal, the pas de deux was both well 
chroeographed and well executed, enhan- 
cing the high quality of the rest of the 
piece, and contributing to an already en- 
joyable experience for the viewer. We 
suspect that this piece was the audience's 
favorite. 
Unexpectedly, some members of the au- 
dience found the final piece, "Cada 
Noche.. .Tango," offensive and walked out 
in protest. On a dark, smoky stage that 
represented anight club in Buenos Aires, 
prostitutes and street hoods were pro- 
trayed in sensual and somewhat abusive 
encounters. Not only were tango steps 
showcased, but a macho type of careless 
violence was twice given the spotlight. 
Two of the hoods faced off in a 
choreographed fight. This was followed 
by a sequence between the male and 
female lead in which she was shoved to 
the floor, dragged by her hair, flung 
around recklessly, then handed over to a 
second hood. Displaying her vulnerabili- 
ty, she clung to her abuser in contrast to 
the other women who had learned to 
casually ignore their claims after being 
cast off. Audience members commented 
that this portion of the piece made them 
uncomfortable. To the credit of the per- 
formers and the choreographerr, 
however, the scene made an emotional 
impact which provoked discussion. 
The stereotyped roles in "Cada 
Noche...Tango" were well acted in addi- 
tion to being well danced. A dive bar set- 
ting was recreated with careful attention 
to detail, such as the nearly incessant 
onstage smoking by some of the dancers. 
Spanish was spoken. Men were costum- 
ed in black baggy pants and laundered 
shirts. Women were dressed in (or should 
we say revealed by) accessorized, darkly 
colored bodices and black garters and 
stockings. As compared to the first two 
pieces, these theatrical details defined a 
mood in which the dancers lost 
themselves. Couples danced the tango 
with a passion that was barely contained 
in the boundaries of the small Goodhart 
stage. 
Above all, it was apparent that Ballet 
Hispanico welcomes the opportunity to 
share a diverse Latin heritage with the au- 
dience. They left behind a lingering vision 
of simple elegance and pride. 9 
NOTES OF INTEREST 
Wctober 16-22, LaSalle University's Women's Studies Program celebrates "Women 
in the Arts.'' Works by Sara Steele, Kathe KoUwitz and Marilyn Humphries. Contact Suzanne 
Boyel at (215) 951-1355. 
Thursday, October 13 sees the opening of the World War I exhibition in the Rare Book 
Room of Canaday Library 
October 18#October 30, Bryn Mawr Lecturer Christopher Davis' play, "A Peep Into the 
20th Century," plays at the Harold Prince Theater at the Annenberg Center. 
Wednesday, October 19, 1:15 p.m. in the Centennial Campus Center, Rm. 105, Women 
Writers at Bryn Mawr opens its new season of lunch-time readings with distinguished poet 
Mary Oliver. The reading will be followed by an open workshop. Bring a quiet lunch! 
Saturday, October 29, 8:00 p.m. in Goodhart Music Room, the Haverford/Bryn Mawr 
Chamber Singers present their fall concert under the direction of Regina Gordon. 
Saturday, November 5 through 23, the Centennial Campus Center Gallery presents PAPER 
WORKS: an exhibit of selected work from the BMC Fine Art Program. Hours daily: Noon 
to 6 p.m. 
Saturday, November 5, 8:00 p.m. in Thomas Great Hall, The Haverford/Bryn Mawr Sym- 
phony presents a concert for Parents' Day. 
November lift 13 and 17#19,7:30 p.m. in Goodhart Hall. For its Fall Mainstage production 
the bi-college theater program presents Kaiser's MORN 'TIL MIDNIGHT. 
Saturday, November 12, 8:00 p.m. in Thomas Great Hall, the Renaissance Choir presents 
its fall concert. 
Wednesday, November 16,1:15p.m., in the Centennial Campus Center, Rm. 105 the Bryn 
Mawr Women Writers Series presents novelist Karen Rile, in a reading to be followed by 
an open workshop. Bring a quiet lunch! 
Sunday, November 20, 3:00 p.m. in Goodhart Music Room, the Bryn Mawr College Chamber 
Music Society presents its second student/faculty recital of the season. 
—Compiled by Eliza Randall 9 
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GSSWSR forum covers expanse of issues 
BY VICTORIA BAECHER 
On Oct. 5, 1988 there was a forum 
held at the Bryn Mawr Graduate School 
of Social Work which was sponsored by 
the Racial and Ethnic Perspective Com- 
mittee. The forum, the first of two such 
forums, consisted of four different presen- 
tations that explored issues concerning 
gender, race, ethnicity, and sexual orien- 
tation. The specific topics were:' 'Women 
of the New Deal—Women of the Depres- 
sion", "How the Law Discriminates 
Against Same-Sex Marriages", "The Need 
for Awareness of the Black Experience in 
the Mental Health Community", and 
"Ethnicity as an Enduring Factor in 
Political Life". 
Jill Jones, a doctoral student (GSSWSR), 
made the first presentation on "Women 
of the New Deal—Women of the Depres- 
sion' '. She framed her talk with the ques- 
tion, "Did the Depression and the New 
Deal provide new roles for women and 
an improvement of women's status?'' She 
used two populations for comparison, the 
28 women who held political positions in 
the New Deal Administration and the 
general category of women during the 
depression. The New Deal reforms that 
the New Deal women influenced were the 
changes in women's status in labor, 
establishing mothers' pension and child 
programs, and social security. She con- 
trasted this group of 28 with the general 
category of women during the Depres- 
sion. By paying particular attention to 
women as paid workers in the work force 
and unpaid workers in the home, Ms. 
Jones found that women didn't have the 
same drastic cuts in wages as men did, but 
their work in the labor force was restricted 
On our Honor: the Code 
BY JENNIFER SPRUILL '90 
lhe Honor Board has received fre- 
quent criticism regarding our publication 
and distribution of synopses. With those 
criticisms in mind, we are trying a new 
format and a new forum. What we are 
hoping to achieve is a balance between 
fact and commentary. The intent is to have 
a breif summary of the case, followed by 
two critiques, one of a board member pre- 
sent at the time and one of a current 
member. We would like to think that this 
will generate a diversoty of comments and 
opinions. We would love to get some feed- 
back on how you feel abou this, so drop 
Karen Kerr (Box C 1030) a line. 
We publish synopses periodically. They 
are based on notes taken at academic hear- 
ings. They are not intended to be "scare 
stories". A synopsis of a case is not 
published until at least one academic year 
has passed since the time of the hearing. 
The names of the persons involved, as 
well as those of the professors, have been 
changed. Synopses of academic cases are 
intended to educate the community about 
the workings of the academic Honor 
Board and to stimulate discussion about 
coderelated issues. 
Vera, a junior, was taking an English 
class which had a large number of re- 
quired texts. Without the money 
necessary to purchase these books, the 
relied on her friends and photocopying for 
the first few weeks. By midterms, she was 
extremely frustrated by her dependence 
on others and around this time she found 
two of the necessary anthologies in the 
reference section of the library. For a 
while she used it there, but feeling the 
pressures of time contraints and dead 
lines, she decided to borrow the books. 
This made class work much easier and 
Vera began to feel as though the books 
might be her own. Yet while she doodled 
in the margins and wrote her name in the 
fly leaf, Vera was aware that she was 
engaged in self deception. Prompted by 
a recently published Honor Board synop- 
sis which told of a student who turned 
herself into the Board after a violation of 
the Code, Vera planned to turn herself in- 
to the Board as well. However, fearing the 
repercussions of this action, she decided 
instead to work over the summer and save 
enough money to replace the books and 
then to turn herself in. 
At the end of the Spring Semester, Vera's 
books were found in her room along with 
two overdue library books and two 
psychology books which had not been 
checked at all. The Librarian, initially 
prepared to overlook the late books, 
became upset when she discovered the 
damage to the reference books and con- 
fronted Vera, suggesting that Vera contact 
the Head of the Board. Vera did this and 
a hearing was convened. During the 
course of this hearing a number of things 
became apparent. Firstly, Vera was 
unaware of the possible avenues of sup- 
port to which she could turn for help (i.e., 
the dean's office, financial aid, her pro- 
fessors, etc.). Secondly, the Librarian was 
very distressed by the fact that other 
students had been deprived of the books 
because of Vera's actions. And thirdly, the 
psychology books had not been taken by 
Vera but by a previous occupant of the 
room. 
In deliberating, the Board endeavored 
to consider several things as required by 
procedure, advice had been sought from 
both parties regarding how they felt the 
issue should be dealt with. The Librarian 
was prepared to ignore the issue of the 
overdue books and take Vera's word about 
the psychology books. However, she was 
still upset by the defaced reference books. 
In her opinion, Vera should be fined $25, 
making a financial strain she would 
remember. In seeking Vera's opinion on 
this case, it became apparent that Vera had 
real problems in approaching people for 
help. She also appeared to blow the inci- 
dent out of proportion. When asked how 
she felt the incident should be dealt with, 
Vera said that a penalty could range from 
a fine to a suspension. 
Discussion centered aroudn whether 
Vera was in fact telling the truth. Some 
Board Memberrs doubted her sincerity, 
while others questioned her understan- 
ding of the code. Her comments during 
the hearing seem to contain a great deal 
of self-reflection, but also appeared to be 
well rehearsed. The Board was very con- 
cerned that Vera would prefer to steal the 
books rather than ask for help. Concern 
was expressed that Vera should not feel 
so alienated from all channels of support 
that she resort to theft. 
The Board decided that Vera would pay 
the Library only the $ 10 needed to restore 
the books to good condition. So as to avoid 
attaching a financial penalty to Vera's in- 
ability to find books, as this would rein- 
force the idea that her violation of the code 
was simply a matter of financial need, it 
was agreed that Vera should also perform 
two months of community service in one 
of the libraries on campus. It was also sug- 
gested that Vera help with preparing this 
synopsis; unfortunately that has not been 
the case. 
•    •    •    •    • 
Vera's case was one of the first hearings 
I was ever involved in. It was a bizzare case 
at the time I was unsure of why it had 
come to the Board. It seemed an unlikely 
violation of the academic code and one 
with which I thought the Social Board 
to the' 'part-time, seasonal and marginal''. 
Women, as the depression continued, 
were encouraged to stay home and not 
enter the job market, although the work 
they had access to was not work that men 
performed. In conclusion, Ms. Jones 
found that there is a Yes/No answer to her 
original question. Women expanded their 
roles with the New Deal, but their situa- 
tion worsened with the Depression. 
"How the Law Discriminates Against 
Same-Sex Marriages" was presented by 
Charles Kelbley, a Visiting Lecturer on 
Law and Social Policy Programs 
(GSSWSR). He found, when looking into 
the legal history of same-sex marriages in 
the United States, that in the original case 
in 1971, New York forbade same-sex mar- 
continued on page 15  
more apt to deal. Nevertheless, there it 
was! The testimony of Vera and the 
librarian revealed new complexities and 
the issues became very clouded. The 
Board was divided about Vera's sinceri- 
ty, sometimes it seemed like her answers 
were too pat and her grasp of the code too 
superficial and convenient. Some of us felt 
as if we were being placated, given a lot 
of Honor Code rhetoric without any 
substance. Yet, the thing that stands out 
most in my memory about this case was 
the complete lack of options Vera seemed 
to think she had. At Bryn Mawr, at least, 
I think that there should always be alter- 
natives to theft and there can be no deny- 
ing that this was in fact theft. A rule was 
broken and a book was removed from the 
library without permission! However, it 
cannot be stressed enough, there are 
always people prepared to help—your 
Dean and Financial Aid have money for 
emergencies, most Professors have copies 
of the books and will let you borrow them, 
friends have taken the class before, and 
Bookf inders exists, as does The Owl. And 
perhaps the other thing that needs to be 
stressed, is that one should not fear the 
Board. We're just a collection of people, 
not a secret police force. We have a great 
deal of flexibility in decided penalities. 
And we do listen. 
—Genevieve Bell '90 
My first reaction to this case was one 
of great concern. First over the fact that 
Vera could find no other alternative than 
to steal a reference book from the library 
when so many other options seemed 
available. It was also disturbing to me that 
resolutions, such as turning herself in oc- 
curred to Vera but she decided not to take 
them. I hope that in situations such as this, 
where a person's rationalizations seem to 
be getting away from them, assistance and 
answers can be found in the Code. The 
question of sincerity is a difficult one. 
While we cannot "know " if a person is 
being "sincere'' to a certain extent it is not 
our concern to "know", we are not here 
to judge a person's sincerity, rather, our 
job is to place their actions in the context 
of the Code. I also wondered why this case 
was dealt with by the Academic Board; it 
seems more related to social conduct and 
t he rf ore, the Social Board Next, I feel find- 
ing Vera $ 10 rather than $25 was entirely 
appropriate as it is not in keeping with the 
spirit of the Code to decide a penalty that 
is not related to the violation. Also, an ad- 
ditional fine would constitute a punitive 
rather than a "rehabilitative" resolution. 
Lastly, with hindsight, I feel it might have 
been appropriate to include more com- 
munity service in the penalty. I feel Vera's 
reluctance to search out and follow alter- 
native suggests an un wilingness or inabili- 
ty to find the participation in this com- 
munity that we so value, and that doing 
more community service may have en- 
couraged such participation. 
—Jennifer Spruill '90 
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EARN FREE TRIP & CASH! 
AMBITIOUS SALES REP FOR MAJOR 
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1-800-525-8267 
ASK FOR BARBARA ISAACS 
They're back! 
Yes, we're back — the Student Health 
Advisory Committee (formerly known as 
the Health Center Student Liason Com- 
mittee). In case you've never hear of us, 
we're a committee made up of Mawrters 
from all classes that acts as a liason bet- 
ween the students and the staff of the 
Health Center. Hopefully, you will feel 
free to contact any of us if you have a prob- 
lem with the care you've received, if you 
are particularly impressed with the care 
you have received, or if you have a sug- 
gestion for anything the Health Center 
might be able to do better. If we don't hear 
from you, we can't make things better!!! 
Also, if you have any interest in becom- 
ing a part of this committee, let me know- 
Ashley Varner, box C-1529, ext. 5654. 
What does the Health Center offer 
students? To full-time undergraduate 
students, the Health Center offers free 
Family Planning Physician visits, free 
nurse visits, free lab tests if ordered by 
Health Center Providers, and 6 counsel- 
ing visits per year free of charge. Midwife 
visits and prescription medicines other 
then contraceptive supplies are also free. 
There are charges for contraceptive sup- 
plies, allergy shots, over the-counter 
medications and counseling visits after 
the first 6, but these fees are generally far 
less than they are are at an off-campus 
pharmacy or physician's office. 
The contraceptive supplies that are of- 
fered by the Health Center include con- 
doms, pills, diaphragms and foams. The 
Health Center also provides confidential 
pregnancy tests as well as confidential 
testing for sexually transmitted diseases. 
Call ext 7360 for more information. 
Many different types of counseling are 
available at the Health Center. Individual 
therapy sessions are available on an ap- 
pointment basis (again, call ext. 7360 for 
more information or an appointment, and 
there are support groups for people with 
eating disorders (call Jean Marie Barch 
664-8945 or ext. 7360 for more infomra- 
tion) and Adult Children of Alcoholics 
(call Dede Laveran 535-1683 or ext. 7360 
for more info). 
The Health Center has nursing care 24 
hours a day and provides inpatient care 
for students who are too ill to be in the 
dorms, but are not sick enough to be ad- 
mitted to the hospital. When room is avail- 
able, and it usually is, Bryn Mawrters can 
use the Health Center as a quiet place to 
sleep for $10.00 a night. This can be 
especially handy for freshwomen during 
exam time! 
This is just meant to be a bief overview 
of what the Health Center has to offer, and 
as I said before, if you have any questions 
or comments feel free to contact one of 
the committee members of the Health 
Center directly. Have a great fall break, 
try to prepare yourselves for the unex- 
pected, and HEY, LET'S BE CAREFUL 
OUT THERE! 
The Student Health 
Advisory Committee 
Ashley Varner, Box C-1529, 
ext. 5654 
Blanche Mavromatis, Box C-1017, 
ext. 5584 
Domenica Pugliese, Box C-756, 
ext. 5825 
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PHARMACY 
30 Bryn Mawr Av. 
open 7 days 
525-QM3 
Workshop's participants empowered 
Admissions rep. appointed 
continued from page 1 
year the Admissions Committee expand- 
ed from six to eight members, lb main- 
tain faculty-student ratio, the students 
have been invited to send another 
representative. 
Student representatives read and 
review applications. Like the faculty and 
the Admissions Officers, they rate ap- 
plicants on a scale of one to nine. Although 
this student input is not weighted quite 
as heavily as the faculty recommenda- 
tions, it is very important. 
At the SGA meeting on Sunday, October 
2, the dividing issue was the method of 
selecting this fourth representative. The 
first consideration was whether the posi- 
tion should be appointed or elected. Car- 
rie Woftord, Brecon Dorm President, 
altered the discussion by suggesting that 
' 'SGA take a stance'' by giving this posi- 
tion to the Minority Coalition to appoint. 
The Assembly immediately divided on 
this issue, and voted to delay further 
discussion until Maya Ajmera, Minority 
Coalition member, could arrive. (Linda 
Friedrich, SGA President, had asked that 
Maya be telephoned). 
When debate resumed, there was still 
a motion on the floor that the Assembly 
vote to have the position elected by the 
Association. Armaity Barucha, 
Freshwoman class co-President, thought 
that "this is too serious a position for a 
poster campaign"; Karen Kerr, Honor 
Board Head, found it "offensive that the 
Association would not be responsible" in 
picking a qualified representative. Denise 
Tuggle, Minority Coalition Facilitator, was 
worried that an elected representative 
might not care about minority issues, but 
that if the position were appointed, 
"you're sure." 
Beth Posner, Co-Curriculum Commit- 
tee Head, added "Linda [Friedrich] said 
at the Community Meeting [last Spring] 
that SGA would respond [to the Racism 
and Classism petition]. This is the perfect 
way.'' Linda Friedrich expressed her com- 
mitment to pluralism and her desire to 
give the appointment to the Minority 
Coalition "provided that there is someone 
from the Minority Coalition willing to 
take the position." 
After some consideration, Denise Tug- 
gle suggested that the Appointments 
Committee handle it, with the understan- 
ding that' 'anyone [chosen] have a strong 
feeling'' about minority issues. 
After parliamentary problems (an 
earlier vote had been counted incorrect- 
ly; time was up for the meeting) SGA voted 
19 to 2, with four abstentions, that this 
position would be selected by Appoint- 
ments Committee, and filled by "some- 
one committed to minority issues," with 
the understanding that the Minority 
Coalition would also inform Seniors of 
Color. This decision is only effective for 
this year, as the issue will be brought 
before the Association at Plenary. The Ap- 
pointments Committee will select a fourth 
student to join Beth Posner, Rama Mani, 
and Vicki Baecher. 
From notes supplied by Carrie Wofford 9 
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pie can be killed for being colored, as 
evidenced by Vincent Chin's death and 
the Howard Beach incident in New York, 
where a black teenager was beaten to 
death by several white boys. 
Racism can be a guilt-provoking issue 
for whites. Pat Rosezelle humorously 
stated, "Grovel and die, grovel and die!! 
But you aren't going to do me or any per- 
son of color any good if you just lay down 
and wallow in your guilt without doing 
anything about it." Rosezelle stated that 
her purpose in conducting the workshop 
was not that anyone should leave feeling 
guilty, but that they should leave feeling 
as if they had the power to break the cy- 
cle through which racism is perpetrated. 
"If you're doing something to combat 
racism, even if it's merely not tolerating 
racist remarks in your presence, you 
shouldn't feel guilty. The people who 
should feel guilty are those who are 
aware, but don't do anything. These are 
pople who enjoy being racist, they would 
rather live comfortably i n a lie rather than 
anfrflnt the issues/ But nn a nnsitiv 
note, she observed, "Love is extraordi- 
nary—it can chip away at the attitudes of 
those linked to you by it." 
Rosezelle also noted that sometimes, a 
white person will attempt to discount a 
person of color's pain by saying' 'But, Oh, 
I feel bad because I'm white, and I'm guil- 
ty of oppression, but I can't do anything 
about the fact that I'm white. My pain, my 
conflict, is a great as yours." She warned 
that a white person's conflict must not be 
used to invalidate a person of color's 
oppression. 
The second part of the workshop was 
spent in one-on-one and group interac- 
tions dealing with racism on interpersonal 
levels. Rosezelle asked each participant 
to share what was wonderful about their 
culture, and how that affected who they 
were. Then she proposed the question, 
How do we feel good about ourselves? She 
asked some of the participants to show 
what it was like to "model" pride. 
There were tears, laughter, and an in- 
credible amount of love and acceptance 
during this part of the workshop. 
Rosezelle's ground rules were: 1) We will 
not give advice, 2) We will be supportive 
of each other, 3) We will allow ourselves 
to express emotion (Rosezelle noted that 
stoicism maintains old patterns) A) We will 
not be judgmental. The participants were 
to listen to each other, and give each other 
reassurance that each individual had the 
strenght to deal with the issues in their 
lives. The power of the workshop cannot 
be conveyed in words, and respecting the 
confidentiality of the workshop, I can't 
disclose any more. Suffice it to say that 
for me, it was life-changing. 
Pat Rosezelle set the incredible tone of 
the workshop. She was warm, accepting, 
and strength-giving for both those who 
ahd suffered the pain of racism, and for 
those who were struggling to understand. 
Her manner of conducting discussion was 
gentle and conducive to real communica- 
tion. Both people of color and white peo- 
ple left the workshop feeling empowered. 
"If we stand up against oppression," she 
stated, "we are immediately empow- 
ered." And we were. 9 confront the issues." But nn a nosiHyp     UUHUK  aw  n  i   uic u n n         cu    fl u wer •> 
Importance of cooperation in security concerns 
continued from page 5 
3 p.m. to 11 p.m., is characterized by' '95% 
service, 5% emergency'', with a split bet- 
ween medical emergencies (transporting 
patients from dorms to health center 
and/or hospital and external health ser- 
vices) and responding to potential crimes 
and potential crime victims. The third 
shift, from 11 p.m. to 7a.m., is very quiet. 
This shift is responsible for "keeping 
watch over persons in buildings". This is 
also the time when there is the potential 
for the most serious security cases. 
Some of Ms. Steinbeck's major concerns 
about the role of security are that the of- 
ficers remain in radio range and that there 
always be two officers responding to 
suspicious activities and fire alarms. This 
meanse that these situations have priori- 
ty for security. The administration, accor- 
ding to Ms. Steinbeck, has been very sup- 
portive and has thus OKed the cessation 
of escort services to the train station and 
other out-of-radio range areas. These ser- 
vices previously meant that an officer was 
out of radio range during the time it took 
to wait for students arriving on late trains, 
who never showed up, etc. Thus, securi- 
ty is becoming more centralized to better 
meet the safety and security needs of the 
campus. 
Ms. Steinbeck also discussed the effi- 
ciency of security. She pointed to the 
phenomenal drop in response-time of of- 
ficers to calls in the last few years. This 
may be due to the centralization of ser- 
vices, the improved report system or the 
escalation of crime in the area. Ms. 
Steinbeck also hypothesizes that more 
people are reporting crimes because they 
are more comfortable with security. 
Mr. Steinbeck does, though, emphasize 
the need for the administration to 
prioritize. All services "must be cost- 
effective' '. This means that more officers 
cannot be hired to act as safety escorts at 
student convenience. Rather, certain ser- 
vices come before others: emergency 
calls, fire alarms, suspicious behavior 
come before safety escorts. This is crime 
prevention and provides a safe, secure 
campus. 
Ms. Steinbeck says that she does not act 
as spokesperson for student concerns. It 
is up to the students to formalize their con- 
cerns through SGA notes and Hall Advisor 
petitions. She has not seen a rise in re- 
quests of specialized services and thus 
sees no need to implement them. Accor- 
ding to Ms. Steinbeck, security is con- 
tinually upadating their office, from new 
standardized training for dispatchers to 
an updated Strandardized Operating Pro- 
cedure. Security is a specialized service 
existing to keep the campus safe. If 
students feel that there is more that needs 
to be accomplished to meet their safety 
needs then they must organize themselves 
and confront the administration. 
Ms. Steinbeck encourages the college 
communtiy to view security "with a 
positive attitude". Security is "not a 
necessary evil". There needs to be 
tolerance on the part of the college com- 
munity. Ms. Steinbeck points out that 
criticisms always stand out more than 
compliments and that recent im- 
provements should be noted by the com- 
munity. She also emphasizes that officers 
work eight straight hours with breaks on- 
ly when they can fit them in, always stay- 
ing within radio range of the dispatcher 
(this includes certain areas of Lancaster 
Avenue). They must often face the 
demands of many situations at once and 
must thus prioritize in order to be as effi- 
cient as possible. In order to get the best 
service possible, it is important that the 
college community respect the security 
officers and interact with them in a 
positive manner. Ms. Steinbeck does con- 
cede that officers are only human and that 
they do have their bad days and may not 
always be in the cheeriest of moods. At 
the same time, students are often condes- 
cending and cold when demanding 
security services, especially the day-time 
safety escort services. Cooperation bet- 
ween students and security, from both 
sides, will perhaps be enough to remove 
some of the existing animocity between 
the two. 
Ms. Steinbeck stresses her availability. 
Her office, located in the basement of 
Merion, is open when she is there so that 
students may speak to her about security 
issues. She encourages anyone to stop in 
and will willingly set up appointments if 
she is busy. She also stresses that her of- 
fice is a rich resource center for statistics 
and information concerning crime and 
security programs. 
In order for security to work, it is up to 
everyone to cooperate and respect one 
another. This means that there must be 
understanding, tolerance, and a will- 
ingness to speak up to the administration 
about existing problems. 9 
Diverse presentations strengthen forum 
continued from page 14 
clinicians/social workers. Ms. Phillips 
presented a solution to the problem. She 
believes there should be a Black Mental 
Health Development Center where Black 
riages on the basis of the Webster and 
Blackstone dictionary definition of mar- 
riage and Genesis. The dozen or so cases 
which have come up since 1971 have been 
based on this case. Kelbley believes that 
there is no legal basis for this because the 
Court is looking at law as' 'a semantic con- 
cept' ' rather than as an interpretative con- 
cept. The definition of marriage is not 
necessarily a traditional one but must be 
qualified with the changes of time. The 
most productive way to legalize same-sex 
marriages, to Charles Kelbley, is to work 
at the state level because the state has 
autonomy on this issue now. 
Richelle Phillips, a graduate student 
(GSSWSR), spoke on "The Need for 
Awareness of the Black Experience in the 
Mental Health Community''. Ms. Phillips 
stated,' "There are environmental factors, 
economic factors, cultural factors and a 
certain powlerlessness that touch every 
Black American's life''. This different ex- 
perience, or Black experience, is not 
understood by white Americans. The 
problem, she feels, is when Black 
Americans muse use the white majority 
facilities and services, such as in the case 
of the mental health system, where there 
have been many studies on the 
misdiagnosis of Black patients by white 
clinicians/social workers can develop and 
educate their white peers on effective 
diagnostic skills for Black Americans. 
The final presentation, "Ethnicity as an 
Enduring Factor in Political Life", was 
given by Marc Ross, Professor of Political 
Science at Bryn Mawr. Ross examined 
why social theorists were wrong in their 
belief that ethnicity would decline in im- 
portance with modernization. He first 
began questioning the theories of decline 
in ethnicity while doing his field work in 
Kenya. Rather than seeing a decline, he 
saw a growing importance of ethnicity to 
Kenyans, and since then other cases have 
strengthened his belief such as the situa- 
tion in Iran. He gave some reasons why 
social theorists were wrong: one, theorists 
didn't understand that labels shift with 
context; two, that ethnicity gives purpose 
and identity; and three, that there were 
no studies of the role groups play in social 
and political life. Prof. Ross also felt that, 
"at higher levels of stress there is more 
ethnic group solidarity but at a lower level 
of stress there can be more class solidari- 
ty". 9 
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NCAA Council appoints Shillingford 
| enepher Shillingford, director of and 
lecturer in physical education, has been 
appointed to the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) Council as 
a Division III member. She is the first 
council member to be appointed from a 
women's college. Ms. Shillingford 
replaces Charles J. Gordon, Rhodes Col- 
lege. The forty-four member council 
determines NCAA policy and guides the 
work of the association. 
Ms. Shillingford joined the Bryn Mawr 
physical education staff in 1976 and 
coached tennis, basketball, lacrosse, and 
field hockey before becoming director in 
1980. During her tenure at Bryn Mawr, 
she has implemented a comprehensive 
"wellness program," which serves as a 
model for colleges and universities across 
the country. The objective of the 
"wellness program" is to assist in the 
development of self-responsiblity for 
one's lifestyle during the formative years 
of college and in years to come. Nutrition 
and weight control, fitness, and stress 
management are incorporated in the 
curriculum. 
A recipient of the 25 Year Service Award 
from the Philadelphia Board of Women 
Officials, Ms. Shillingford also has re- 
ceived a citation from the House of Rep- 
resentatives, Commmonwealth of Penn- 
sylvania for Distinguished Service. She 
holds a bachelor's degree from Ursinus 
College and a master's degree from Tem- 
ple Univerity. 9 
Courtesy of Public Information 
Field hockey holding steady 
BY KRISTEN WILLIAMS 
lhe Bryn Mawr Field Hockey team 
is well into its season and holds a record 
of five wins and five losses. Since the last 
time we took a look at the team, they have 
played an interesting game on astroturf 
versus Montclair State and faced their two 
toughest rivals, Haverford and Swarth- 
more. 
After a short practice on Villanova's 
football field, the team headed for Mont- 
clair state to play a unique, different and 
considerably faster game on turf. In the 
end they lost to Montclair 1-0 in the last 
three minutes of the game. Two days later 
they faced Haverford in a match that was 
another close game that Haverford even- 
tually won 1-0. After this especially tough 
loss, the team pulled together to crush 
Rosemont 8-2. This high scoring game 
was hopefully the catalyst for tapping the 
scoring potential of Bryn Mawr. However, 
they were only able to score 2 in a tough 
match against Swarthmore, losing 4-2 in 
the second half. Yet, the Junior Varsity 
squad, headed by captains Mary Kopczyn- 
ski and Kerry Williams, was able to defeat 
Swat 3-0 in a well played game that show- 
ed the depth of this team and its future 
potential. 
Bryn Mawr faced Philadelphia Textile 
on Thursday October 6 and beat them 2-0 
in game in which the team played solidly 
and kept up a constant pressure. That 
same day, JV tied its biggest rival, Harcum 
Junior College, 2-2 in what is always a 
fairly violent grudge match. Varsity has 
four games remaining before they travel 
to Mount Holyoke College for this year's 
Seven Sister Tournament where they will 
have the chance to face Haverford and 
Swarthmore once again. Although the 
team has been plagued by some recent in- 
juuries and illnesses, team members have 
been fairly consistent in their playing 
abilities even if the low scores of their vic- 
torious games do not show their con- 
siderable talents. 
There are two seniors who were 
neglectfully omitted by this writer in the 
last article. They are Elizabeth Young, 
who returns to the team after a year 
abroad, and Larissa Isajew who plays with 
the JV squad. 9 
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DESPITE HARD TRAINING and hard playing, Bryn Mawr Soccer fell to Haver- 
ford by one goal this week—dashing all our dreams that through their skill our 
team members would prove the inherent superiority of women's college athletes. 
Good luck Toads!   THE C^UBG-E NEVUS 
INTRODUCES 
To? |o EE/UoN* 
To fAEE OUT AM AD.' 
BY MICHELE TAFT MORRIS  
Mhe Bryn Mawr-Haverford women's 
rugby season is well underway as the 
Horned Toads look toward their third 
game of the 1988 season, October 22, at 
Loyola. 
With many new faces, as well as approx- 
imately 12 returning players (all sporting 
spiffy new jackets, thanks to the efforts 
of the club president, junior Rachel 
Gilman), the Toads have a close knit team. 
They all seem to be working well together. 
Unfortunately their record is 0-2 thus 
far. The first loss went to a fairly new but 
fast Princeton team on October 1. The 
game was a first for many Bryn Mawr- 
Haverford players, as well as the first 
game of the season, and was quite a learn- 
ing experience as well as an exercise in 
endurance for many players. 
The sun and heat at Princeton was vast- 
ly different from the weather at last 
weekend's game. Bryn Mawr-Haver- 
ford's second loss of the season went to 
the Philadelphia Women's club B-side, in 
the cold, wind, and rain. The Torries had 
a rough and rugged team, but did not 
dominate the game as much as expected. 
Despite having lost two players to injury 
from the Princeton game, the Toads held 
up extremely well under the Torries' 
onslaught, and even sent two Torries to 
the sidelines before the end of the game. 
One great advantage the Philly women 
had over us, aside from age and ex- 
perience, was size. Often it took two or 
three of our players to take down one of 
theirs! 
The upcoming fall break will hopeful- 
ly give the Horned Toads time to recoup 
and regroup in order to face Loyola on the 
22. Last year we were 0-1-1 against them. 
This year we are looking to win. 
Under the guidance of acting head 
coach, Peter Nowlan, and scrum coach, 
Oscar Matthews, the Toads are hoping for 
a strong end to the short fall season. So 
if you see a rugger walking around on 
campus, wish her luck. 
FIELD HOCKEY PREPARES for their remaining four games and the always-intense 
annual 7 Sisters Tournament. REBECCA HIRSH 
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